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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to describe and to
interpret the innovations in literary techniques v/hich
John Dos Passos has developed in his novels. Whether or
not his technical inventions were actually worthwhile
contributions to the art of the novel perhaps cannot be
positively ascertained at this time. However, it is
certain that Dos Passos has succeeded in creating numerous
original and startling effects in his writings.
If, in the rest of the twentieth century, novelists
and critics find that the novel is increased in scope and
effectiveness by the use of some of the Dos Passos tech-
niques, then it may be safely said that Dos Passes' inven-
tions have been valuable ones.
At any rate, regardless of the fact that Dos Passes'
contributions may not come to be regarded as major steps
in the evolution of current and future prose fiction, it
seems plausible that his work will continue to be of in-
terest to the literary historian. The work is worthy of
examining at this time because of its qualities v;hich set
it apart from so much of contemporary literature.
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Chapter I
TH3 CHIEF IHFLUHHCSS UPON DOS PASSOS' WRITING
John Dos Pass os was horn in Chicago on January 14,
1896, His father, the son of a Portuguese immigrant, was
a lawyer and a writer upon politico-legal problems, Dos
Passos' mother was a member of an old Maryland-Virginia
family. His parents took their only child with them upon
all of their trips about the North American Continent and
iSurope, Dos Passos attended grammar school in England; he
received some of his secondary education at Choate School
in Connecticut; he v.’as gradua t ed cum lau de from Harvard in
the class of 1916,
Malcolm Cowley has attached the following significance
to Dos Passos' college years: that Dos Passos and his class
mates helped to mark the beginning of the collegiate era
which was later knowTi as the epoch of the Harvard aesthetes
The aesthetes themselves were not philoso-
phers; they did not seek to define their
attitudes; but most of them would have
subscribed to the following propositions:
That the cultivation and expression of his
own sensibility are the only justifiable
ends for a poet. That originality is his
principal virtue. That society is hostile,
stupid and unmanageable; it is the world
of the Philistines, from which it is the
poet's duty and privilege to remain aloof.
That the poet is always misunderstood by
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L/
amake himself misundexstandahle, fox
the greater glory of art.^
It is interesting to speculate upon Cowley's opinions in
regard to the degree in vihich they apply to Dos Passos.
However, this paper is concerned chiefly with the Dos
Passos who w'rote lengthy novels, not with the author of the
treatises on society appearing in fhe Harvard Monthly and
The Dial .
In 1917 Dos Passos joined the Norton-Har jes Ambulance
Service in Prance, and in 1918 he served with a Hed Cross
ambulance unit in Italy. After only a short period of
duty in the latter area, he returned to Prance where he
enlisted as a private in the U. S, Army Medical Corps.
It was from his experiences in the World War that he drew
the material used in writing One Man's Initiation—1917 ,
Three Soldiers
,
and parts of Nineteen Nineteen .
Dos Passos studied anthropology in Paris, at 1he
Sorbonne, after the war. He visited Spain and other more
remote parts of iSurope as a correspondent for the Londo
n
Dally Herald . He took notes of everything he saw; he drew
pictures, both literal and figurative, of scenes in his
1 liialcolm Cowley. Literary Opinion in America . New York:
Harper an<^ Brot her s
,
19^7, p. 496.
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travels.
He had sometimes thought of becoming an architect.
He was interested in painting, history, and social problems
too. His adolescent years bad seen him making use of
Gibbon's Decline and jj^all of fae Homan Empire as his Bible.
He grew to believe that history was more interesting and
more alive than fiction. His many adventures in foreign
lands oaiised him to be acutely aware of the importance of
understanding the history and culture of a nation before
attempting to understand the men and women living in it
in the here and now.
In his travels during the 1920 's, Dos Passos visited
the Balkans, Kussia, and the Hear Hast. He recorded all
he saw for further use in his books of fiction, essays,
and poetic travel tales. While in Europe he became in-
terested in the work of Blaise Cendrars, the prench poet
and novelist. Cendrars was a Parisian by birth, but a
citizen and a diarist of the world by preference. Perhaps
Dos Passos saw in this literary figure the sort of man he
would like to become himself. He eulogized the writer in
an essay entitled "Homer of the Transsiber ian"
;
he believed
that Cendrars was seeking to express in his poetry and
prose the sound., the texture, the rhythm of modern life,
the attitudes tcward speed and distance that creations
like the I'rans Siberian railroad locomotive seemed to foster
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4in modern minds.
we need sons of Homer going about the world beating
‘ into some kind of human rhythm the shrieking hulla-
ballo, making us less afraid."^
,
Cendrars had traveled in the United States and had
written extensively of American nineteenth century life. He
had endowed one of his literary devices with the name "Kodak."
In 1930 Dos Passos amplified Cendrars’ technique for por-
traying scenic impressions in literature v;.ith his own inno-
vation— "The Camera iSye."
Other influences similar to that of Cendrars upon Dos
Passos' work were derived from Ihe contacts Dos Passos made
in the Gertrude Stein circle of young intellectuals in post-
1918 r'rance. It may have been at this time that Dos Passos
decided upon a novelist's career; but he did not at that
time, nor has he since, lost sight of his other interests.
He felt that a novelist should be an "architect of history,"
a recorded and organizer of fiction and non-fiction materials,
jilxposition and narrative with no decorative literary embellish
ments were his keynotes. Truth and justice in representing
facts upon the printed page seems to have been his goal.
Critics have found a battleground upon the question as to
whether or not i)os Passos has actually achieved such a goal.
In 1927 he ran up against some political activity in
1 John Dos Passos. "Homer of the I'ranssiber ian, " Saturday
Heview of Literature
.
Ill fOct. 16, 1926), 222.
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Massachusetts which apparently disturbed his sense of truth
and justice to a large degree; he was arrested and temporarily
jailed for taking part in a picketing 'demonstration on behalf
of bacco and Vanzetti. Dos Passes was confined in the same
Boston jail cell with Michael Gold, editor of The Hev/ Masses .
Prom Gold and from other left-wing politico-literary figures,
Dos Passes developed an increasing interest in world labor
movements
.
Dos Passes hafd been interested in social problems before
he met Gold; his work for The Harvard Monthly proves this.
He had pondered the theory of a collectivist society and had
sought to find a means within the vehicle of the novel for
projecting a vision of that ideal.
Between 19£0 and 1943 Dos Pass os wrote nine novels, eight
of which have some social or literary significance because of
elements within them which are unconventional, if not com-
pletely revolutionary. Only his Streets of Hight (1923) was
a completely orthodox work. This was a species of the "poet
against the world" type of fiction which Malcolm Cowley so
derisively analyzed and termed as typical of the work of Dos
Passos' generation of Harvard aesthetes.^
Among the more direct influences upon Dos Passos' career
as a novelist was the first World War and the writers of the
1 Malcolm Cowley. Literary Opinion in America . New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1937, p, 497.
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6late nineteenth century who had taken war as their subject
matter, a'ox instance, Dos Passos' first major novel, Three
Soldie rs (19E1), has been compared to Stephen Crane’s The
Red Badge of Couxap-e because of the two writers' similarity
in the emphasis placed upon the deterministic manner in v.'hich
war reduces men to the stature of slaves and automatons.
The Crane influence is also exhibited in Dos Passos'
later work, Manhattan Transfer (19E5), in which such bits
of impressionism as the following are somewhat extraordinary:
The people opposite stared straight ahead of them,
young men and young women, middleaged people, green
faces in the dingy light, under the sourcolored
advertisements. POUR OUT OP EVRRY FIVE . . .
A tru inload of Jiggling corpses, nodding and sv/aying
as the express roared shrilly towards Uinetysixth
Street. At Uinetysixth she had to change for the
local .1
By way of comparison one could look into Crane's The Red
Badge of Courage and see a similar impressionism although
the locale of the scene would be vastly different. The
following passage from Crane is quoted because of the simi-
larity it reveals between Crane and Dos Passos in the use of
violent images. Dos Passos considered the subway scene to
resemble ”a trainload of Jiggling corpses"; Crane likens a
column of infantry to "the sinuous movement of a serpent":
Presently the calm head of a forward-going
column of infantry appeared in the road. It came
1 Dos Passos. Manhattan Transfer
. New York: Somerset
Books, Inc
. ,
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swiftly on. iivoiii ng the obstructions gave it the
sinuous movement of a serpent. I'he men at the head
butted mules with their musket stocks. They prodded
teamsters indifferent to all howls. The men forced
their way through parts of tbe dense mass by strength.
The blunt head of the column pushed. The raving team-
sters swore many strange oaths.^
The similarity between Three Soldiers and The Red Badge of
C ou rag
e
lies not so much in stylistic tecnnique as it does
in content. Manhattan Transfer is really closer to the
Crane volume in its use of impressionistic imagery. A de-
tailed discussion of Dos Passos’ war ncvel will be dealt
with in the next chapter. Incidentally, perhaps both Crane
and Dos Passos have reflected similar ideas in tbe above
selections: the indifference of people tov/ard their fellow
men while they are members of anonymous crowds.
Dos Passos seems even closer to Crane in technique wuen
he describes the bodily feelings of a character. The scene
and the character's react ir>n to it are shown to advantage
with a fair economy of v;ords in the following excerpt:
He lay on his back on top of tne sheet. There
came on the air through the window a sourness of
garbage, a smell of burnt gasoline and traffic and
dusty pavements, a huddled stuffiness of pigeonhole
rooms where men aM women's bodies writhed alone
tortured by the night and the young summer. He lay
w'ith seared eyeballs staring at the ceiling, his
body glowed in a brittle shivering agony like red-
ho t me tal r
There is a similar handling of a man's physical surroundings
1 Stephen Crane. The Hed Badge of Courage . Hew York:
D. Apple to n-Century Company, Inc.
,
{1940 edition), p. 1E6.
2 Manhattan Transfer, p. 194.
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and his bodily responses to them in the Orane material.
Crane, hov/ever, seldom painted a scene and then dealt with
his protagonist's personal feelings all in the same paragraph:
He got the one gHance at the foe-swarming
field in front of him, and instantly ceased to
debate the question of his piece being loaded.
Before he was ready to begin—before he had
announced to himself that he was about to fight—
he threw the obedient, well-balanced rifle into
position and fired a first wild shot. Directly
he was working at his v/eapon like an automatic
affair.
Presently he began to feel the effects of
the v/ar atmosphere--a blistering sweat, a sen-
sation that his eyeballs were about to crack
like hot stones. A burning roar filled his ears,
J<’rom impressionism it is a fairly short step into the
realm of the stream-of-consciousness . Besides such examples
of Crane's influence as were shown in the above paragraphs,
there is perhaps also present in Dos Passos' v;ork a stylistic
tendency allied to that method of Crane, and even more closely
akin to the method of James Joyce. One may see in Manhattan
Transfer a Joycean influence in Dos Passos' use of elliptical
narrative, sudden changes from objective action to subjective
comment, changes from descriptions of events to the thoughts
of the character as he contemplates the events, changes from
third person to first person narration as the character drama-
tizes his owTL experiences. The character's thoughts are not
presented formally and consecutively, but by flashes and
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allusions, as in actual thinking, and v/it h free association
of ideas, which do not follow a steady and logical course.
Jilspecially does Dos Passos reflect the Joycean technique
in scenes from Manhattan Transfer in which one or more of
the characters is under the influence of alcohol:
It was blowing cold in his face and he was sitting
on the front of a ferryboat when he came to. His
teeth were chattering, he was shivering ... I'm
having DT's. Who am I? Where am I? City of New
York, State of New York. . , . Stanwood ^imery age
twenty two occupation student. . . . Pearl ine an-
derson twentyone occupation actress. To hell
with her. Gosh I've got fortynine dollars and
eight cents an3. where the hell have I been? And
nobody rolled me. Why I havent got the DT's at
all. I ‘feel fine, only a little delicate. All I
need's a little drink, don't you? Hello, I thought
there was somebody here. I guess I'd better shut
Fortynine dollars ahanging on the wall
Fortynine dollars ahanging on the wall
Across the zinc water the tall walls, the birchlike
cluster of dov;nto.vn buildings shimmered up the rosy
morning like a sound of horns through a chocolate-
brown haze.^
"Fantasy, or day-dream, is a recurring feature of
Manhattan Transfer as it is of Ulysses. The ^Dos Passos
'J
characters are forever taking flight from the pedestrian
actuality into some ideal performance. In each case the
vision has the vividness of an hallucination; the imaginary
is as real as the actual."^ A typical day-dreamer is Gus
McNiel, Dos Passos' idea of an Iris h-ameri can milkman. Gus
1 Joseph Warren Beach. The Twentieth Century Novel . New
York: D. Applet on-Century Company, 193E, p. 443.
2 Manha ttan Trans f er
. p. 261.
3 fieaoh. The Twentieth Century Novel
, p. 524.
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is perhaps a far cry from the Joycean Leopold Bloom of
Ul.ysses « hut the similarity in the style of the reveries is
remarkable
:
Eleventh Avenue is full of icy dust, of grinding
wheels and scraping hoofs on the cobbletones.
Down the railroad tracks comes the clang of a lo-
comotive bell and the clatl-er of shunting freight-
cars, Gus is in bed v/ith his wife talking gently
to her: Look here ITellie, you wouldn't mind movin
West woald yez? I've filed application for free
farmin land in the state o North Dakota, black
soil land where we can make a pile of money in
wheat; seme fellers get rich in foive good crops,
, , , Healthier for the kids anyv/ay, , , , "Hello
Moikel" There's poor old Moike still on his beat.
Gold work bein a cop. Better be a wheatfarmer an
have a big farmhouse an barns an pigs and horses
an cows an chickens, , , , Pretty curlyheaded
Nellie feedin the chickens at the kitchen door,
"Hay dere for cr is sake, , . ," a man is
yelling at Gus from the curb, "Look out for de
cars I"
A yelling mouth gaping under a visored cap,
a green flag waving, "Godamighty I'm on the
tracks," He yanks the horse’s head around, A
crash rips the wagon behind him. Cars, the gel-
ding, a green f^g, red houses v/hirl anfl crumble
into blackness,^
another Huropean novelist who seems to have had an
influence upon Dos Passos' form of narrative is the German
writer, Jakob wassermann. This Continental novelist's The
Gooseman and The World's illusion are said to be akin to
Manhattan Transfer in "the systematic alternation of groups
of characters for a purely philosophical and esthetic
effect, without regard for plot,"^
1 Manhattan Transfer
, pp, 47-48,
2 Beach, 'The Twentieth Century Novel
, p, 438,
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These two novels of Wassermann' s are also similar in
nature to liifanhattan Transfer in that there are no two sections
in them in sequence which deal with the same person. There
the resemblance perhaps ends, for Dos Passos created a much
greater number of spotlighted characters than did Wassermann,
who took his types from the two extremes of wealth and
poverty. Dos Passos drew his people from all over, but he
borrowed the greatest nuniber from the middle reaches of
society where the great masses of Americans live.^
Wassermann established one person as the central
character ani introduced the others in connection with the
chief figure and his story. In Manhattan Transfer Dos Passos
introduced all of his people independently. The reader is
likely to feel that rlllen Thatcher and Jimmy fierf are the
leading characters of the novel, but only because Dos Passos
gives longer and more frequent views of these two people.
The reader sees them and the other characters only at
moments that have some particular importance or significance
in their lives.
Dos Passes in Manhattan Transfer does not use the
Wassermann tecanique of giving a character's history with
0 onpl eteness. Dos Passes' characters are so numerous, so
diversified, and so completely unrelated in any plot, that
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the Manhattan Transfer people give only "the impression of
a section cut straight across the social organism of New
York Oity.’^^
Dos Passes' practice of introducing into a novel a good
many characters who have nothing at all to do with the rest
of the people in the hook is probably closer to Virginia
Woolf's technique in Mrs. Dalloway than to any device of
Wassermann' s . It is a coincidence that both Mrs, Dalloway
and Manhattan Transfer were published in 1926. However, in
view of the fact that Mjcs, Woolf was older than Dos Passos
an3. had been an established literary figure before 1925, it
is likely that Dos Passos had heard of the more experienced
novelist's work in the direction of "slice-of-lif e" fiction
and had been perhaps partially inspired to try his cwn hand
in that kinfl. of v;riting.
The French cubists, the school of painters about which
Dos Passos must have known while he was in the Gertrude Stein
circle after the Armistice, may have had a share in influen-
cing the budding novelist. These post-impressionists chose
to paint not one landscape literally, but to pick and choose
among the visual objects before them, to present these objects
in fragments, to arrange them in aesthetic patterns, to use
them as freely as composers in music employ the themes which
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they put together. "The Camera 3ye" sections in Dos Passos’
U.S ,A. trilogy may reflect this use of cubist impressionism.
Ideas, scenes, an^. even words and sentences are seen only in
fragments, but there is an almost metrical arrangement within
the apparently patternless collection of "The Camera iiye"
chapters
.
There may be this cubist influence in Manhattan Transfer
too. As the reader turns from one section of the novel to
another, he always passes completely from one group of per-
sons and one social milieu to a different one; as in the work
of the cubist painters, the spectator's eye jumps from one
block of color to another of contrasting hue.
The modern motion picture in some respects is an entity
quite remote from cubist painting, but the movie, too, had a
part in shaping Dos Passos' various techniques. The motion
picture is able to create lightning shifts of scene, flash-
backs, bizarre juxtapositions, the illusion of retarded or
accelerated motion, ani other innovations bordering on the
fantastic. James Joyce, Gertrude ate in, and Arnes t Hemingway,
as well as Dos Passos, have employed the motion picture effect
insofar as it is useful in portraying the thought processes of
a character. All these writers seem to have put forth the
the argument that the sentence established according to the
rules of rhetoric is not a unit of actual thinking and never
' :^m ' ,0
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In Manhattan Transfer Dos Passes gives a fragmentary
interpretation of a nmn ' s thought processes in the Gus MoUiel
dream sequence which has been mentioned earlier in this
chapter. In this same novel he allows what may be his own
thought processes to be exhibited upon the printed page.
These representations of "units of actual thinking" on the
author's part are seen chiefly in the prose poems which Dos
Passos affixes to the beginnings of each chapter in the novel.
However, the content of these prose poems is more reminiscent
of Oarl Sandburg than of James Joyce or Gertrude Stein. Dos
Passos reveals the Sandburgian influence in the way in which
he bestows liberal amounts of literary eloquence upon the
material aspects of American urban and int^ustrial life:
Seeping in red twilight out of the Gulf Stream fog,
throbbing bras sthr oat that how’ls through the stiff-
fingered streets, prying open glazed eyes of sky-
scrapers, splashing red lead on the girder ed thighs
of the five bridges, teasing caterwauling tugboats
into heat under 1iie toppling smoke trees of tpe
harbor. Spring puckering our mouths . .
It seems a little ironically incongruous that spring should
come so blatantly to the City of Hew’ York. Dos Passos'
version of Manhattan appears almost hostile to the coming
of the new season; tae city appears hostile too to the people
1 Vernon Loggins. I Hear America
. Hew York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1957, p. 1£
.
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who inhabit it. bandhurg saw Uhicago as a hurrying, hustling,
brawling city, but he saw it too as a sort of human phenomenon.
Dos Passos, like a charter member of the lost generation,
sees a city as a very inhuman thing, indiiferent to the plight
of its people.
whitman portrayed a city in his work alsp; he painted
the New York City of the nineteenth century in his poetry.
But neither he nor bandburg sought to portray a composite,
many-faceted city like the one shown in Manhattan Transfer .
Neither poet sought to portray the spirit of an entire nation
as Bos Passos did in the trilogy, U . 3 ,A
.
Honor^ de Balzac was one of the few writers of the past
who had ever before attempted a project conri parable to Bos
Passos’ trilogy. Balzac's Uom'edie Humaine was an effort to
re-create in fiction the life of the jj'rench provincial
bourgeois citizen, the Parisian sophisticate, the political
leader, the soldier, the farm rustic, and the rest of the
human rungs on society's ladder. Balzac and Bos Passos have
a common meeting ground chiefly in their treatment of the
tastes and habits of oit^ people, or at least the manners aid
jr
customs of the many people from everywhere w'ho are living in
an urban environment.
Bos Passos' originality, in spite of the numerous literary
figures by whom he was influenced, lies in his development of
a genre which tiranville Hicks proposes to call the "complex
& 3a ogijotdo wisa siwcffcaiJ-c. .jTI odw
. ijotiajnonoifq n^.fflrvxi lo t'toa a aa oo^ ot w/i« &rj isiif ,^flv $aslvra'id
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JrijjiXq f>ri j o^ itnaaetlXi>Gl dt Oi^ifGdni v.iev a s» ^t^io a e©ec
,9xq[i>©cr a^l IO
©li j<?3la ilia'J eiri gX '^^io a 6'©'ia:L?ioq namd-idA .
i'
r, ,'iA^ao(x eiri nl '(.‘ind'aeo rftnead’anixx Qdi !to '^diX iicY rs>' erf?
li ^e^iacqcico b od drf^Goe ^jjjrfftnaii *ch ©rf tarfdiexi dGti
»i
. TC9.t a I ri. ga ?d arfir'fcii'^.il n.t cwcrfs eno ©rf? ©;jilX feedeoat-'^eca
aclSan azUne ae 'to :tlzlqe edJ ^aztzoq od drf^^’OB deoq isrfdXad
•». . >
^ a.U erfd nl Mrf soaua'i eou sa
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/
©rfd \itBvltctciqcB rriuBlTS'i erfd .nssldiO' elcfi^xuod
f ett J.V S'ler e:it ^u& ,oidsm ..izat ©rfd • .'leltloa ©rfd ,ttei?adl
:. ^
ovjsrf a05fCii^- 80Q. fn/i oasXad , j.sft'fJdX a'^ide-tooa no rtamirrf
©cd to dnoindaoxd *iXerfd ^ lie trio hnx-oxs ^nXdeoia nciMaoo a
*' fcui szKioita ©rid da^-sl d-a •'-o , ©Iqoeq ^dXo lo adXoari Xaa sodaad
• ni :^i 7xl Q£iw exoriw^xo’/o moil ''»Xqo©q \am erfd do emodSLo
*1
fi’
, doertxtoxiTGe Gficf-.iJi na
pjEiieJXI saoieman ©rid lo ©dXq'a ad ' acafial soO.
xO an?-aiqoX©v>5i. sdrf nd eeiX ,.^©on©GXi^£2 spw ®d laodw '4rf aeiG;9.di
Kolq/ac-o" ©rid Xiao cd eeeoqcaq s>(oiH eXXi'*mB'i^ riotriw exaos a
novel. Such a work deals with a great many indi\’iduals v;hos e
stories are only loosely connected or not at all related.
George :31iot's Mlddlenarch was one of the first English novels
to employ a study of several interwoven lives. William Dean
Howells' A Hazard of Hew Fortunes and Frank Norris' The Octopus
represent two of the earliest American experiments in this
genre. Dos Passes' was an effort toward the portrayal
of a number of characters living on a variety of social and
economic levels. The people in the U.3 .a. trilogy appear to
have nothing in common with one another other than the incem-
prehensible forces of the universe which work upon them similar
ly. The characters in Mid dlemarch and in The Octopus have a
unity of environment. The fifty or sixty major and minor
characters in Middlemarch share the common experience of living
in an industrial city in the English Midlands. The numerous
individuals in The Octopus are related by their common interests
in wheat ranching in California's San Joaquin Valley. The
dramatic issue in Middlema rch resides in the dozen or so moral
conflicts which involve the various sets of characters. The
dramatic issue in The Octopus concerns the struggle between the
v/heat ranchers and the all-powerful railroads. There is cer-
tainly a unity of experience on the part of all of those charac-
ters who represent the ranchers' side in the struggle. They
suffer similar degrees of misfortune. Behrman, the railroad's
chief representative, is also a victim of the indifferent
1 Granville Hicks, The Great Tradition
. New York: The
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and universally powerful forces which control the growth of
wheat and influence the development of such material things
as railroads.
These forces which man is allegedly powerless to control
represent one of the features of naturalism, a forerunner of
both Norris and Dos Passos in this school of literature was
the French novelist, Emile Zola. Zola believed that the race,
the environment, the moment, the action of the dominant in-
herited instinct in an individual should all be combined for
study under the microscope of the writer who was striving for
photographic realism. He felt that nearly all of the functionEs
of human beings are due to the simple continuity of reflex
actions. He paid little attention to the possibility that
there might be such a thirg as "free-will.” He examined
minutely the circumstances which cause a person to react in a
certain way. His protagonist in Nana takes to prostitution
rather ambitiously and makes a successful career of it for a
time. Nana acts as she does because of her automatic, uncon-
trollable responses to a specific passion’, a particular en-
vironment, and certain other circumstances. One of Dos Passos'
major characters in The B:p Money
.
Margo Dowling, reacts to a
set of circumstances similar to those faced by Nana. Her
mater ia 1 ‘triumphs are of the same kind as Nana's although Uargob|
seem to b e of a more permanent nature.
Another similarity between Dos Passos and Zola is obvious
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tive life. They both have a feeling for the mass, the crowd,
and the diversified cross-section of mankind, kola began a
series of novels in the 1870 ’s with the general plan of de-
picting all of i?‘rench society in the period of the Second
Jtapire. He was going to create a panoramic view of the life
of that era through the stories of the personal dramas of
many diverse individuals. With somev^tiat the same end in view,
Dos Passos created his panoramic view of life in twentieth
I century america through a recital of the stories of many
similarly diverse individuals in the Zola-esque manner.
Turning attention back to rTank Dorris at this point, it
is noted that this naturalistic American novelist may have had
some influence upon Dos Passos in an aspect of fiction related
to the Zola technique, but slightly different from it. Dorris,
like Dos Passos, alternated between several sets of characters
in the chapters of The Octopus . Several chapters, or sectins
of chapters, are devoted 'to the experiences of Magnus Derrick,
' the ranchers' leader, and his wife and. son. The other indi-
viduals are treated similarly. All of them are related to the
main thread of the story in the Dorris novel. It is in this
respect that Dorr is differs v.ldely from Dos Passos, for the
younger novelist included in U.S ,a. and. Manhattan Transfer many
characters who v/ere not related in any way to any thread of
the story nor to each otaer.
Charles Dickens, too, allowed his narrative to leap from
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Passes, Dickens' people were nearly always related in some
way to a central plot, Critics have not made' claims as to
the superiority of one theory of character relationships over
another, hut they have gone so far as t o say that Dickens ,
painted a better picture of nineteen century London ani Great
Britain than Dos Pass^os has been able to produce with his
twentieth century New York City ani. the United States.
Such an assertion may be based on the idea that the
portraits of characters in a novel give a better picture of
the life of a particular period than can be accomplished by
I
any amount of expository narrative. Dickens is certainly
recognize'^ as a great handler of characterization and cari-
cature. Dos Pas SOS will probably never be so regarded.
Dickens' creations like Mr. Micawber, Oliver Twist, th,e un-
fortunate Smike, the Pecksniff family, and dozens of others,
will probably endure for generations to come.
Dickens was successful in painting on a large canvas,
too. In Martin Chuzzlewit a great deal of England is seen at
first-hand as well as sore bitterly satiric scenes in the
United States of the 1840 's. There is a possibility that in
this vein Dos Passes has excelled his predecessor. In U.8 .^
.
the reader views numerous scenes over a nation, three thousand
miles wide and over a thousand miles in breadth, Dos Passos
shows the reader the very rich, the very poor, most of the
phases of middle class existence, the sailors, the soldiers,
the hives of industry, and the institutions of society.
r
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Diokens gave to his readers the sound, smell, color,
ugliness, and heauty of London and its people. Los Passos
has done the same thing in regard to New York and its citi-
zens. One of the differences between Lickens and Los Passos
lies in their respective ways of treating their characters,
especially in the manner in which people cane into contact
with one another. Lickensian characters sometimes meet
through abnormal circumstances or coincidences. The Los
Passos specimens "either do not impinge upon one another's
careers or do so very naturally."^
1 Sinclair Lewis. "Heview of Llanhattan Transf er . " In
Essays of the Past and Present
.
Warner Taylor, editor.
l!ew York: Harper and Brothers, 19£7, p. 432.
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Chapter II
TH3 BIRTH OF DOS BASSOS' 3ARLI3ST TEGHNI^URS
In spite of the large number of differences between
Dickens and Dos Bassos, the two are alike in the respect that
they both bad ayes to grind as they wrote their novels. They
both used their techniques of character handling Q-s tneir
principal tools. Dickens painted some evil and some ridicu-
lous characters to personify the evils present in the English
probate courts, the public nursing profession, the rotten
schools for boys, and the other institutional vices of nine-
teenth century England. Dickens also created characters who
played the parts of victims of the evil-doers. Likewise, Dos
Bassos put his characters to work to represent the villains
and the victims of society's institutions.
"God I if there were somewhere nowadays where
you could flee from all this stupidity, from all
this cant of governments, and this hideous reitera-
tion of hatred, this stranglirg hatred , . .
This utterance from Martin Howe, the autobiographical hero of
One Man's Initiation (1920), is oft repeated by critics who
are discussing Dos Bassos' political ideologies. However,
Martin Howe represents something other than the voice of a
sensitive young art ist-ambulanc e driver: Martin Howe is a sort




(A re-issue of One Man's Initlati cn )
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3ven though One Man's Initia ti on--1917 was the first of
Dos Passes' novels, it showed the beginning of the author's
trend tov/ard the motion picture technique in fiction. In this
work unrelated scenes appear in rapid succession. The heart
of a scene is flung before the reader with no explanation and
with no transitional material employed to mark the changes in
time or locale from the preceding event. Transitional ex-
position is simply not present. In fact, there is hardly
anything in the novel other than a stripped-to-essentials
series of scenic impressions. The characters are restrained
from telling the reader how they feel.
Martin remembers the beating legs of a mule rolling
on its back on the side of the road and, steaming
in the fresh morning air, the purple and yellow and
red of its ripped belly.^
The isolated quotation which was recorded on the previous page
is one of the few examples of any character's effort to tell
the world what feelings he is harboring within himself.
Dos Passos may feel that there is something indecent
in showing elaborate emoti-nal responses and prefer
to let the reader fill out for himself the bare
narrat ive. ^
Orient jiix press (1922), a non-f i ctional collection of
travel tales, is much more illustrative of Dos Passes' trend





2 iiobert H. Footman. "Joan Dos Passos," Sewanee rteview.
XLVII (1939), p. 366.
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Init ia tion « In the travel hook the rea'^er is able to
experience the sounfl., color, movement, and especially, the
smell, of Constantinople and other Near iSast localities. In
Orient j^xoress there can he detected the hits of impressionism
which are to he featured three years afterward in Manhattan
Trans fer .
A fragile savor comes from the tiny rounded
leaves of the hasil in a pot on the edge of the
cafe table. Behind on a little platform fenced
with red baize, musicians keep up a reiterant
humming and twanging out of which a theme in minor
climbs and skids in an endless arabesque. There
is a kind of lute, a zither, a violin and a v/oman
who sings. In the midst is a stool with coffeecups
and a bottle of mastic. The zither is played by a
grizzled man with a bottlenose and s^'cctacles who
occasionally throw's his head back and opens his
mouth wide and lets out happily a great Gregorian
yodel which tae other voices follow and lead back
with difficulty into the web of sound. At the
tables packed under the locusttree where they will
get shade in the afternoon sit people w'ith narghiles
or cigarettes or Genian pipes or American cigars
drinking mastic and douzico and grilled meat from
the skewers of chiche kebab, and a discordance of
many hostile languages and a shuffle of feet from
the street under the terrace.^
In Orient Express there are even hints of ”i'he Camera
ri'ye" which is to be formally introduced in the first volume of
U.S .A. in 1930. In the following excerpt from the book of
travel tales, the author is treating himself as a character
who, while undergoing an arduous journey in asia Minor, recalls
scenes from his past life in the United states;
1 Orient ^ixioress . New' York: Harper and Brothers, 1922, p. 18
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At last a wheezy black; locomotive arrived,
towing three grey cars with suns butters, giving
out from every crack the smell of steam and ma-
chine oil that brought all terminals back to my
mind, the old iieventh atreet Depot in Washington
and the Grand central and the South Station and
the Gare St, Lazare and the Gare d’ Orleans and
the Gare de Lyon and the jUstacion del Meliodia
and the Bahnhof in Strasbourg. Oh, the meals
eaten in station restaurants and the coffee and
drinks at midnight in the little bars across the
street! The oyster stew at the Grand Central and
langoustes opposite the Gare St. Lazare, the bolted
meals at Bobadilla and the chestnuts and churros
at the end of the Calle Atocha, the pickled par-
tridges and the snails v;ashed down with manzanilla,
all the last meals in all the terminal cities,
meals mixed with the smell of steam and the thump
hiss, thump-hiss, thumphiss of engines. Candy
cigars cigarettes, , . , Have a nice chicken sand-
wich, individual brick of pure homemade Horton's
icecream. . . • Nothing sold after the train leaves.
. . , Oh, even the paper sandwiches and the smell
of diapers on the New York, Nev; Haven, and Hartford.^
The entire passage above may seem to be only an attempt on
Dos Bassos' part to reproduce something of the effect of Mark
Twain's The Innocents ^ibroad
.
but it does reflect the begin-
nings (regardless of the lack of complete originality) of Dos
Bassos' later stylistic technique.
Three Soldiers (1921) is a more important landmark in
Dos Bassos’ career t’h&n eitker One Man's Initiation or Orient
Express , It is neither a conventional "art novel" like
Streets of Night (1923), nor is it the definite departure
from literary orthodoxy that his later nov^els represent. In
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American musician, John Andrews, w'ho finds that his sensibili-
ties are being outraged and his aspirations being crushed by
society, as embodied in the United States Army in the first
V/orld War. Andrews deserts from the army after he fin^^s that
he can derive no Justice from its inefficient, yet irjacaine-
like, domination. He tries to write a great orchestral poem.
When the military police come to arrest him, the sheets of
music flutter one by one from the table in his room and are
scattered by the w'inds. The reader is maie to feel that the
destruction of this symphony, choked off and dispersed upon
the v/inds, is the real tragedy of the war.^
Perhaps the sad fate of John Andrews does represent only
one of the personal tragedies fostered by the War. But if one
adds up 1iie similar misfortunes of similar people involved in
the conflict, he can see that a really great tragedy is ap-
parent and that this could v;eigh heavily upon the outlook of
an entire generation— the generation to v;hich Dos Pass os belongs.
The second soldier, Dan Fuselli, is a Ban Francisco
youth of Italian extraction. He wishes to make good in the
army so that his parents and his girl can be proud of him.
He resolves to do all his work v;ell, to be courteous, indus-
trious, an-^ abstemious; yet he, too, is crushed by the machine.
The third soldier, Chrisfield, is an Indiana farm boy.
1 Bernard DeVoto. "John Dos Passos, Anatomist of Our Time,
Saturday Review of Literature. XIV (Aug. 8, 1936), 3.
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the potential heir of a mysterioue homicidal characteristic
possessed hy his father. Ghrisfield is the most stolid man
of the three, hut he is also the least tractable. He finally
kills a superior officer who has abused him and then bee ones
a deserter.
Bernard DeVoto feels that "the most striking -element in
Three Soldiers is the author’s burning vision of his charac-
ters as mere atoms of personality buffeted by the tremendous
forces in which they are caught."^ Dos Passos failed, howevei ,
(aocorfiing to DeVotoJto give a well-rounded picture of army
life. He instilled into his novel no humor, no spirit of
camaraderie, no appreciation of the sharpened senses of the
hundreds and thousands of men who really found themselves for
the first time while in the army. Possibly the one scene
that revealed any exploration of the rappor t- which may exist
between tw'o people is that sequence in Three Soldiers in which
Andrews encounters a frenchman selling mechanical rabbits on a
Paris streetcomer
.
"The gentleman amuses himself in Paris?’’,
asked the rabbit man timidly.
"Oh, yes; and you?’’
’’^iuietly , ’’ the rabbit r.an smiled. "Women
are very beautiful at this hour of the evening,"
he said again in his very timid tone.
"There is nothing more beautiful than this
moment of the evening ... in Paris.’’
"Or Parisian women." The eyes of the rabbit
1 Ibid., p. 3
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man glittered. "Eycus e me, sir," he went on.
"I must try and sell some rabbits."
"Au revoir, " said Andrews holding out his
hand.
The rabbit man shook it with sudden vigor
and went off, making a rabbit hop before him
along the curbstone, ^e w'as hidden by the
swiftly moving crowds.^
This may not be an example of the camaraderie for which UeVoto
is searching, but it does show' that Dos Passos is not unaware
of the intangible relationships which do exist betv/een man and
man.
It seems that one can best illustrate the technical
developments present in Three Soldiers by further cons id erat ior
of several more aspects of DeVoto's criticism:
"The result [of Three Soldi ersj was, certainly, a
memorable record of horror and brutality, but it left out
many things that exist on the record, things that rounding out
the picture, might w'ell have increased its horror. It narrowed
the war to its impact on one mind, it w'as one man's initiation
as Mr. Dos Passos put it in another title. It thus lost its
p
representative purpose in a marked individualism."
DeVoto is probably right in his assertion, for Dos Passos
apparently did fail in giving three separate and distinct
points of view of the war. Andrews, Chrisfield, and Puselli
were from three distinctly different environments and had
1 Three Soldiers . New York: The Modern Library, p. 335.
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been stamped with three distinctly different levels of mental
and emotional behavior. But all three of the men react alike
the the army life. It is certainly plausible to think that
three people with quite opposing personalities would not have
identical responses to t be same situation; "and it is aes-
thetically false, since it leads to monotony."^
Yet Three Boldiers is not completely barren, aestheti-
cally speaking. It has in it a sort of Vi/agner ian technique—
a leit-motif; the symbols in the novel are named or pointed
out so that they cannot be missed. The degradation and de-
generation of the three soldiers is indicated throughout its
various stages by the titles of the book's main divisions:
"Llaking the Mould," "The Metal Cools," "Machines," "Bust,"
"The vVorld Outside," "Under the Wheels."
"Making the Mould" features the life of the three men
in the army training camps in the United States. "The Metal
Cools" shows Fusel li and Chrisfield hardening into automatons
because of the environment of regimentation. "Machines" shov/s
the life behind the front in France. Chrisfield is emphasized
especially as the man m’ho has become an unthinking mechanism.
The scene in which he kicks at the prostrate body of the dead
German until he realizes that the German has no face shov/s how
1 Footman, oo. cit.
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deeply immersed in the v;ays of war the American has become.
Ghri6field reacts automatically to even a friendly dig in the
ribs by a comrade an<^ throws his fist at the man’s Jaw without
provocat ion.
"Hust" symbolizes Andrews' growing misfortunes and
degradations. He is w'ounded; he sees the Armistice come while
officers make whoopee and enlistei men are told to keep quiet;
he puzzles over the strangely conflicting ideologies of his
superior officers and the Y.M.G.A. men.
"The World Outside" reflects Andrews' brief moment of
happiness when he is assigned to the school detachment in
Paris to study music. The concluding section entitled "Under
the Wheels" shov/s Andrew's' desertion and recapture after he
has been railroaded into a detention camp. Fusel li and
Chrisfield desert also; all three men reach the end of the
story still physically alive, but completely dead in spirit.
Perhaps the real significance of Three Soldiers lies in
its fairly objective picture of young manhood's revolt against
the hampering, confining, blundering forces of the world. But
this theme has been sounded over and over again by w’riters
almost as far back as iieschylus. The only definite artistic
contributions the novel makes are in its stories of the three
parallel, but crossing and recrossing, careers. Ghrisfield,
Fuselli, and -Andrews meet each other from time to time, but
each man has his ov;n independent experiences and chapter
sections set aside for his own story.
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The stylistic techniques in Three Soldiers are deserving
of comment also. Here, as in One Man’s Initiation- -1917 ,
there are the rapid changes of scene- reminiscent of the early
motion pictures.
The mess-call blew and the men filed out.
He could hear their talk outside, and the sound
of their mess-kits as they opened them. He lay
on his bunk staring up into the dark. A faint
blue light still came from outside, giving a
curious purple color to Small's redface and long
drooping nose at the end of which hung a glistening
drop of moisture.
Chrisfield found Andfews washing a shirt in
the brook that flowed through the ruins of the
village the other side of the road from the buildings
where the division was quartered.!
Often such a sudden shift in scene features an abrupt change
in the character being spotlighted. The following excerpt
represents a typical scene and character switch—from the
railroad station platform in Paris to the remote bivouac where
Chrisfield is resting with his company:
Walters and five other men straggled along
the platform towards him, carrying or dragging
their packs.
There was a look of apprehension on Walters'
face.
"Well, what do we do now?" he said.
"Do]" cried Andrews, and he burst out laughing.
Prostrate bodies in olive drab hid the patch
of tender green grass by the roadside. The company
was resting, Chrisfield sat on a stump morosely
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Also indicative oi tbe influence of the motion picture
is Dos Passes' use of accelerated and decelerated narrative.
These aspects of his work are not as pronounced in Three
Soldiers as they are in Manhattan Transfer , but they do
seem worth mentioning. Por instance, a deceleration of
narrative is noticeable when Dos Passes includes a great
deal of dialogue. Here is the cinematic slow-motion effect:
"There's been a devil of a lot of artillery going
up the road; Prench, British, every old kind."
"Tell me they's raisin' hell in the Oregon
forest.
"
They walked slov/ly across the road. A
motorcycle despatch-rider whizzed past them.
"It's them guys has the fun," said Ghrisfield.
"I don't believe anybody has much."
"//hat about the officers?"
"They're too busy feeling important to have
a real hell of a time.'^
The technique of acceleration is more apparent in the por-
trayal of a character's thoughts than in the presentation of
the spoken word. Long sentences made up of numerous clauses
with fev/ subject nouns and many verbs create the illusion of
rapid motion:
The strav; rustled faintly under him with
every sleepy movement Andrews made in his blankets.
In a minute the bugle was going to blow and he was
going to jump out of his blankets, tarow on his
clothes and fall into line for roll call in the
black murj of tae village street. It couldn't be
that only a month had gone by since he har^ got
back from hospital. Ho, he had spent a lifetme
1 Ibii p. 173.
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in this village being dragged out of his warm
blankets every morning by the bugle, shivering
as he stood in line for roll call, shuffling in
a line that moved slowly past the cookshack,
shuffling along in another line to throw what
was left of his food into garbage cans, to wash
his mess kit in the greasy water a hundred other
men had washed their mess kits in; lining up to
drill, to march on along muddy roads, splattered
by the endless trains of motor trucks; lining up
twice more for mess, and at last being forced by
another bugle into his blankets again to sleep
heavily while a smell hung in his nostrils of
sweating woolen clo^thing and breathed-out air
and dusty blankets/
It is ihteresting to speculate upon the degree of regi-
mentation which Dos Passes appears to find in civilian life
as well as in the life in the armed forces. A study of
Manhattan Transfer may revdal certain rigidly regulated as-







MMHATTAN TRANSFER, THE PORTRiilT OF A CITY
It has been pointed out that it was the first World War
that helped to determine the bent of Dos Passos' literary
talent. Dos Passos was wont to believe that the lies which
caused the war were the creation of a society which concocted
the lies in times of peace. He wanted to exhibit and expose
this society upon a bare stage. His first major exhibition
of society in the large came in 1926 with the publication of
tianhattan Transfer . In this novel he recorded a rapidly
moving procession of moments drawn from the lives of a great
number of people. These characters were selected to represent
the varied classes which make up twentieth century society,
at least the social order which is to be found in New York
City.
The characters in Manhattan Transfer are people such as
would be included in the stories on a city newspaper’s front
page. Thus it would appear that Dos Passos is operating upon
the assumption that the daily newspaper is the best single
index of the American life and mind
;
In this novel are crAracters to represent the upper and I
mi'ldle classes of Gotham society: lawyers, actors, bankers,
politicians, labor organizers, wealthy bootleggers, importers,
wildcat stock promoters, architects, and engineers. Then therfi
1 Joseph Warren Beach. American Piction 1920~1940 .
Nev; York: The Macmillan Company, 1^41, p. 65
.
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are people like Anna Cohen, a sweatshop seamstress; Joe
Harland, an ex-financier who "becomes a drunken bum; and
Bud Xorpenning, a runaway farm youth who jumps off the
Brooklyn Bridge because of his fear of the police.
haoh of these individuals has his moment or moments of
spotlight upon the front page. Throughout Manhattan Transfer
the steadily rising careers of those who prosper are crossed
in a fairly regular pattern by the orbits of those who drift
downward into oblivion or disaster.
But Dos Bassos* does not direct the reader’s interest
toward the individual dramas of iis characters or toward their
individual joys ani sorxows. These people are of interest and
significance ’’only insofar as they are the cellular stuff,
the protoplasmic basis, of all social structures."^ It ig the
pattern itself which interests Dos Bassos as a literary
collectivist,
Brofessor Beach believes that Dos Bassos is seeking to
express the social nexus. How'ever, his effort to contribute
something tow'ard toe expression of this social nexus is not
completely successful. He does show a huge group of people
living in the same city and subject to the same natural and
civil laws and economic stresses, but he fails to create a
feeling of the social nexus binding one person to another.
1 Joseph Warren Beach. American kiction 1920-1940
.
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Situati'^ns in which affection, gratitude, obligation, and
cooperation are present as connecting links between characters
are not easily discovered in Manhattan Transfer .
Dos Passos hints at this sort of social relationship
only once, iilaine Oglethorpe (nee Ellen Thatcher) cannot
buy her expensive clothes unless there are people like Anna
Cohen to make them in the sweatshops. It is improbable that
Ellen or Anna realize the relationship between them. It is
only the disastrous fire in the millinery shop and Anna's
being burned almost to death that brings into the novel any
consideration of this kind of social pattern. The reader is
given only a brief insight into Ellen's feelings for her less
fortunate sister:
Ellen goes out to the street. The fireengines
are arriving. Policemen are beating back tae
crowds. She wants to go away but she cant, she's
waiting for something. At last she hears it
tinkling down the street, as the fireengines go
clanging away, the ambulance drives up. Atten-
dants carry in the folded stretcher. Ellen can
hardly breathe, bhe stands beside the ambulance
behind a broad blue policeman, ahe tries to
puzzle out why she is so moved; it is as if some
part of her were going to be wrapped in bandages,
carried away on a stretcher. Too soon it comes
out, between the routine faces, the dark uniforms
of the attendants.
V * *
Why should I be so excited? she keeps asking
herself. Just somebody's bad luck, the sort of
thing that happens every day. The moaning turmoil
and the clanging of the fireengines wont seem to
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JDos Passes must have been making an effort to develop a
novel istic technique to serve his social theme. He succeeds
in giving a picture of many separate lives being lived simul-
taneously. He sees no need in following each character into
all of the ramifications of his or her private life. He gives
only enough of the living tissue in each hhman specimen so
that one can determine the structure of the person and some-
thing of the part the individual plays in society as a whole.
One must read at least one -half of Manhattan Transfer
before he can visualize Dos Passos’ technique in operation.
AS the rapidly changing events are projected onto the screen
of the reader's imagination, he may begin to realize that
Dos Passos' people are not so completely unrelated as it might
seem from a casual perusal of the first several dozen pages.
It is shown to be inevitable that some of the characters will
come into contact with one another. It is natural, not coin-
cidental, that Jimmy Herf, the Hew York newspaperman, will
meet Hlaine Oglethorpe, the Broadway star. It seems similarly
natural when the two of them become involved with George
Baldwin, a prominent lawyer, in Congo Jake's speakeasy, jiven
the scene in which iSllen views the burned body of Anna Oohen
being carried out of the dress shop is built up as a plausible
circumstance, not as an artificially contrived incident.^
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This scene, as has been mentioned before, shows something
of the mysterious, unexplainable affinity between person and
|
t
person, but the event of the dress shop fire is only one j
isolated instance, i)os Passes has made an effort, consciously
or unconsciously, to reveal a more superficial kinship of the
inhabitants of the metropolis. His constant re-iteration of
|
the ferry-boat, fire engine, and hurrying crowd motif is per-
|
haps a carryover from the Wagnerian technique of the machine
|
symbolism in Three Soldiers . The ferry-boats, fire engines,
and hurrying crowds viewed in so many scenes in Manhattan
Transfer give a sense of the repetitiousness of city life
that nearly every inhabitant shares daily with his fellows,
iiven though such an atmosphere of repetitiousness, hurrying,
monotony, and rubbish on the harbor waters is not a phenomenon
to be cherished by many people, it is something in which they
live and of which they own a part.
Turning to the characters as individuals rather than as a
mass, it is interesting to note that Dos Passos has a fairly
original technique in his naturalistic treatment of his people.
The term "naturalistic” is used here in the same sense in wai cl
one would use it in calling Zola a "naturalistic” novelist,
Dos Passos tries to eliminate any tendency of the omniscient
author to show through the screen upon which he’s projecting
his story. He portrays his characters in a series of separate
and unrelated moments. The reader sees, as in a laboratory
experiment upon the neural reactions of frogs or guinea pigs.
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a suooession of stimuli administered to a ctaaraoter; then the
reader witnesses the character's automatic responses. The
events which occur in the intervals in the story during which i
specific person is removed from the spotlight and another one
is installed in his place does not seem to matter. The typica]
Dos Passos character has a personality of no startlingly ori-
ginal cast, ihe character is simply a creature of uniform
responses to* a given order of stimuli. Probably such a tech-
nique of character handling contributes something to the effect
of life seen, only as sensation; it is a little doubtful, though,
just how much such a practice contributes to the construction
of great novels. Professor Beach believes that "the human
mind has difficulty in thinking of itself in such purely
mechanical terms, [as those terms in which Dos Passos' charac-
ters live, move, and have their being] and hence the reader
notices the novel's effect of bewilderment and futility which
is said to be so characteristic of contemporary literature.
The one positive effect Dos Passos has gained from his
presentation of puppet-like rather than flesh-and-blood per-
sonalities, is the depiction of mass man, "the mass experience
obliterating the individual. The War carried the theme in
Three Soldiers
,
the metropolis in Manhattan Transfer ."^
It may be a characteristic of the twentieth century mind
1 Joseph Warren Beach. American Fiction 1920--1940
.
p. 44.
2 DeVoto, 0^. pit . . p. 3*1
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to feel that the mass experience obliterates the irri.i vit^nal,
or, on the other hand, perhaps the sensitive poet has always
felt that his individuality was being crushed by mass society.
At any rate, there can be little <1oubt in anyone's mind that
Dos Passes was iefinitely dealing with the twentieth century
/
in Manhattan Transfer and with a particular era of that period.
He makes the dates of the events in the lives of the main
characters obvioijs without ever advising the reader in such
an unsubtle manner as: "Hllen I'hatcher was born in 1898." He
interjects newspaper clippings and headlines and fragments of
popular songs into tae section adjacent to the narrative of
any important event. Por instance, Dos Passos begins tae first
chapter in the third section of Manhattan Transfer v;ith a
scene of fifth avenue with flags flyirg, men marching under
ticker tape shoivers, and with "There's a Long, Long Trail A-
winding" an^. other wartime songs interspersed among the images
of the city and harbor. Then the reader sees Captain James
Merivale seated in a barber chair ant^ recognizes the implica-
tion that the first World 7/ar is over and that Merivale has
come back heme to Hew York from Prance.
Many events are not date<^ at all, but dates seem not to
be completely necessary to give the general impression of New
York City's life. 'The impression is built up from flashes of
dtizzling color, dizzy movement, smells, disor^ler, the snatching
at money, the yearning for lo\'e, the striving for material
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Dos Passos at b.is pallette creating scenes of almost complete
1
discont inuity.
Each chapter is a loose "bundle of incidents
from the lives of many different persons or groups,
anyv'here from four to sixteen in number, completely
unrelated save in time and their common involvement
in the chaos of Manhattan. I'here is no effort to
mark transitions; each slide replaces the preceding
one without preparation or apology, hut with some-
thing like the flicker of the early silent movies.
We pass from the midst of one situation to the
j
midst of another. Ihe characters reappear at wide 1
intervals, without connection or reintroduction.^
j
borne of the characters seem acutely aware of the hig city
whirligig. They think that their ill-fortune is caused hy
the hyper-developed organization of modern society, which New'
York City may he said to symbolize. The confused welter of
unrelated events could he, therefore, the novelist's way of
creating in the reader's consciousness the same confused state
of mind to which the characters arc subject. Marco, an Italiai
waiter in a Manhattan restaurant, is an example of a character
who is among the most confused and the most hitter;
"It's the same all over the w'orld, the police heating
us up, rich people cheating us out of their starvation
wages, and who's fault?
. . . Dio canei Your fault, I
Emile's fault ..."
I
"Religion, politics, democracy, all that is to
keep us asleep . . . "3
Because the city is a confused mass of exciting movement,
and because the characters are also confused by a complex
social order, the author, it may he feared, is a little per-
1 Joseph Warren Beach. The Twentieth Century Novel
, p. 444.
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plexed himself. Yet he does not interject his own personality
into Manha t tan Trans f er ' s narrative proper so that the reader
can fully determine the extent of his personal confusion, if
any. Dos Passos remains seemingly objective in his relating
of events. The only subjective touches he bestows upon the
novel are represented by the prose poeEos affixed to the begin-
nings of the principal chapters. These prose poems are not
only descriptive items, they are symbolistic devices which !
perhaps have a wider reference than the actual subject matter
within the individual chapters, js'or example, the poem giving
an impressionistic account of a rollercoaster ride may be
symbolic of the slow, steady rise of personal fortunes in
the metropolis, of the terrifying swoops and dives of the
personal careers of others, and of the mingled feelings of
disillusionment and exhilaration which one might feel after a
life in the city or a ride on a rollercoaster
.
The foregoing statements represent pure speculation for
the most part, yet it would appear certainly that the use of
the prose poem in Manhattan Transfer has more significance
than merely giving? the reader a quick, impressionistic look
at Coney Island:
They pair off hurriedly. STANDING UP IN CAR
STRICTLY FORBIDDEN. The climbing chain grates,
grips the cogs; jerkily the car climbs the incline
out of the whirring lights, out of the smell of
crowds and steamed corn and peanuts, up jerkily
grating up throu^ the tall night of September
meteors.
Sea, marshsmell, the lights of an Iron Steam-
boat leaving the dock, across wide violent indigo
a lighthouse blinks. I'hen the swoop. The sea
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does a flipflop, the lights soar. Her hair in his
mouth, his hand in her ribs, thighs grind together.
The wind of their falling has snatched their
yells, they jerk rattling upwards through the
tangled girder s true tur e. awoop. boar. Bubbling
li^ts in a sandwich of darkness and sea. bwoop.
KSH? YOUH SEATS FOR TEE EEXT HIDE^
It has been stated in the preceding pages of this chapter
that one should think of Manha ttan Trans f er in terms of themes
rather than in terms of plot structure or dramatic issue, jjos
Passes apparently did not wish to develop his themes by per-
sonal intrusion and comment upon the course of the stories.
Here lies perhaps another purpose of the prose poems: there
may be a gradually growing crescendo illusion in the cumula-
tive effect of all of the chapter titles and the impressionis-
tic passages accompanying them. Here are some of the chapter
titles: ’’Perryslip, “ "Metropolis,” "Dollars," "Tracks," "Steam
roller," "Great Lady on a white Horse," "Longlegged Jack of
the Isthmus," "Nine Days' Vi/onder," "Rejoicing City That Dwelt
Carelessly," "Revolving Doors," and the last one is "The
Burthen of Nineveh."
The chapter titles and the prose poems make the novel
seem somewhat like a literary symphony with a theme which
emphasizes a dizzily increasirg tempo and violence of sound
until the finale comes with a loud clash of cymbals, brass,
and tympani. Yet the narrative portion of the book actually
1 Manhat tan Trans fer
.
p. 237.
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ends on a somber note of pianissimo as Jimmy Herf leaves the
city forever, his money gone, disillusioned, and aimless;
"Say will you give me a life?” he asks the
redhaired man at the wheel.
"How fur ye go in?”
"I dunno. . . . Pretty far."-*-
This is a slovi'ing down, a quiet denouement, a contrast to the
violently fast [in every sense of the wordj living Dos Passes
has concentrated upon in 1iie bulk of the novel. His very
style suggests the accelerated pace of twentieth century life
in the United states. Here is an added increment to the
accelerated style mentioned in connecticn with Three soldiers .
H’or instance, when Hllen undergoes an abortion at the hands of
an unscrupulous doctor, she suffers immensely; yet when she
leaves the physician's office and joins the anonymous crowd,
she is caught up in the rhythm and tempo of the street symphony;
The roar of the streets breaks like surf about
a shell of throbbing agony. She watches the tilt of
her leather bat, the povv'der, the rosed cheeks, the
crimson lips that are a mask on her face. All the
buttons of her gloves are buttoned. She raises her
hand. "Taxi I” A fire engine roars past, a hosewagon
with sweatyfaced men pulling on rubber coats, a
clanging hookandladder
. All the feeling in her fades !
with the dizzy fade of the siren. A wooden Indian,
painted, with a hand raised at the streetcorner.
"TaxiJ"
"Yes ma’am."
"Drive to 1iie Hitz."^
Of further sigrificance in iSllen's rapidity of existence
is her ironic concern for the time "wasted" in the actual
1 Manhattan Transfer, p. 404.
2 I^id .. p. 268.
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abortion procedure and her convalescence from it afterwards:
”It wont take very long will it? If I can
pull myself together I have an engagement for tea
at five."l
Monosyllabic sentences like those in the above selection
are considered by Dos Passes as the typical American manner
of speaking. Then, too, he gives the reader polysyllabic
words in sentences divided into clipped phrases which seem
to make the eye hurry madly from oanital letter to period
regardless of whether or not the subject matter is dynamic
or whether or not it is static;
The smell of presses still in his nose, the chirrup
of typewriters still in hi s ears, Jimmy Herf stood
in City Hall Square with his hands in his pockets
v;atching ragged men with caps and earsflaps pulled
down over faces and necks tne color of raw steak
shovel snow.
2
Closer-knit impressiens sean to be gained in Dos Passos '
handling of simple narrative. He couples the accelerated
tenor of narration with the stream-of-consc iousness technique
in re-creating the ideas passing through a character's mind.
Those things which the individual feels, sees, hears, and
smells are brought ou t in fragmentary though not completely
incomprehensible patterns. When Jimiiiy Herf, nearly drunk,
dances with Hllen in Congo Jake's place, the reader is' likely
to find himself feeling an empathio response to the scene, if
he is not too sensitive to the unpleasant imagery:
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"Get up on your toes and walk in time to
the music. . . Move in strai^it lines that’s the
whole trick." Her voice cut the quick coldly
like a tiny flexible sharp metalsaw. Elbows
ijoggling, faces set, gollywog eyes, fat men and
thin women, thin women and fat men rotated densely
about them. He was crumbling plaster vvlth some-
thing that rattled achingly in his chest, she was
an intricate machine of sawtooth steel whitebright
bluebright copperbright in hi s arms. When they
stopped her breast and the side of her body and
her thigh came against him. He was suddenly full
of blood steamirg with sweat like a runaway horse.
A breeze through an open door hustled the tobacco-
smoke and the clotted pink air of the restaurant.^
It seems to be broken color, rather than strictly unselec-
tive photographic realism, that Dos Bassos emphasizes in
Manhattan Transfer . It may be that the average city dweller
sees only fragments of scenes as he hurries through his daily
routine. It may be that the typical Gothamite sees not even
these fragmentary images: his travels through the streets,
stores, and subways maybe only one continuous blur, fo the
conscious poet such as Doe Bassos seems to be in a sense who
lives an<1 moves in the great city at a slov/er rate of speed
than the office clerk or shop worker, certain snatches of shade
and form appear. »Vhen Doe Bassos creates ais broken color
!
scenes so that they form a part of a day in the life of one of '
his characters, he seeae much less the consciously laboring I
poet than when he composes a prose poem from the omniscient
author's point of view to begin a new chapter.
1 Ibid., p. £28.
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Jj' or 'instance, his prose poem which heads the chapter
entitled "Fire Engine" is certainly not incongruous nor far-
fetched, yet one might succumb to the feeling that Dos Pass os
was trying too hard to create something quaint and bizarre
and sophis ticatedly impressionistic:
iJuch afternoons the buses are crowded into
line like elephants in a oircusparade. Morningside
Heights to Washington Square, Penn Station to Grant’s
Tomb. Parlor snakes and flappers joggle hugging down-
town uptown, hug joggling gray square after gray
square, until they see the new moon giggling over
Weehawken and feel the gusty wind of a dead Sunday
blcw/ing dust in their faces, dust of a typsy twi-
light.^
IJow in considering a more prosaic group of imagistic
sentences, the reader is allowed to see some of Ellen's
reactions to the city's constantly shifting stage. The reader
is allowed to note the scene changes as well as the character.
It certainly seems that Dos Passos makes IJew York live a little
more int imat el y and concretely in the reader's mind in the
following paragraph than in the foregoing selection even though
he does not instill the conscious poetry of the abstract scene
into this very concrete setting:
The leaves were shriveled on the saplings along the
path. South and east sunnyfaoed buildi.gs hemmed in
the Park, to the west they were violent with shadow,
Everything was itcairg sweaty dusty constrained by
policemen and Sunday clothes. Why hadn't she taken
the L? She was looking in the black eyes of a young
man in a straw hat who was drawirg up a red Stutz
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jerked back his head smiling an upsidedown smile,
pursing his lips so that they seemed to brush her
cheek. He pulled the lever of the brake and
opened the door with the other hand, She snapped
her eyes away and walked on with he r chin up, I'wo
pigeons with metalgreen necks and feet of coral
waddled out of her way. An old man was coaxing a
squirrel to fish for peanuts in a paper bag.^
I'wo typical street scenes have been quoted. Both seem
to contribute to the reader’s realization of the texture of
city life. One is completely the author’s own point of view.
The other is the author’s point of view tempered by the fic-
tional reactions of a character in t he story.
It has been mentioned in this chapter that Bos Bassos’
scenes were frequently composed of broken color; his sentences,
too, are often built up with broken grammar. He departs from
the traditional usage of punctuation on many occasions; he
employs apparently unrelated sentences welded together so as
to more nearly affect what he cons'ders the reproductioa of
[
human thought processes to be. Sinclair Lewis, and numerous
others, both facetious and serious, have jeered at the Bos
Bassos device of running words together: ’’Greasyfaced,
"
’’hookandladder, ” ’’sirenshriek, ” and ’’chinaclos et" are among
some of the amalgamations. This sort of thing can be tonpo-
rari ly bafflirg to the eye and irritating to the mind, but it
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The running together ofmerely the desire to ”he different."
such oonnionplaoe word groupings as "livingroorn, " ’’wageslaves , "
and "hotwaterbot tie" seems commensurate with the rapidity
with which city dwellers speak.
In regard to Dos Passos' use of unrelated sentences arri
phrases which are frequently Juxtaposed without much regard
for punctuation or other grammatical rules, it might be said
that stream-of-consciousness writirg cannot exist in the con-
ventional forms of composition, A man or womn seldom thinks
in complete sentences or in carefully balanced and constructed
phrases and clauses. -A person may not think in the same terms
I
in which Jimmy Herf is alleged to be cogitating in Manhattan
! Transfer
.
but it does not seem too unlikely that a train of
thought be expressed in a series of unrelated sentences, and
in word groupings which are not really sentences at all:
ilxpress service meets the demands of spring,
ii
0 God to meet the demaiids of spring. No tins, no
sir, but there's rich quality in every raeUov; pipe-
ful. , , , SOCONY. One taste tells more than a
million words. The yellow pencil with the red band.
Than a million w'ords, than a million words. "All
right hand over that million. , . . Keep him covered
Ben." The Yonkers gang left him for dead on a bench
in the park. rhey stuck him up, but all they got
^
was a million words.
. . . "But Jimps, I'm so tired
of booktalk and the proletariat, cant you understand?
Chockful of golden richness, spring.^
It is obvious that no effort has been made by the author to
mark the transitions from the spokaa w’ord to the headlines or
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from the words beirg turned over in the mind to the words on
the advertising signs. The lack: of transitional guides is
noticeable too in the changes from one scene to another and
from one character's life story to that of another. It has
been previously indicated in this chapter that this lack of
transitional material is a development of the motion picture
technique which was employed, at least in part, in Three
Sol'i iers .
In Manhattan Transfer there are scores of characters
whose stories are concentrate^^ upon by Dos Passos for a few
pages and then dropped. In Three Soldiers , the stories of
only a trio of characters were concentrated upon; when one was
temporarily dropped from the reader's view, the story of either
of the other two soldiers was easy to pick up ani continue. In
Manhattan Transfer the first chapter (eight pages in all) in-
troduces: (1) the birth of Tlllen Thatcher in a single paragri$)h;
(2) Bud Korpenning's arrival in Dew York; (5) Bllen's father's
experiences on her natal day; (4) an unnamed Jewish father who
shaves off his beard for the first time. In the second chapter
(thirty-six pages in length) the reader sees: (1) a flashback
of iSd Thatcher's rausings upon the fact of his daughter Jllen's
birth; (2) a young husband known only as Mr. Perry being high-
pressured into buying a Utopian suburban lot; (3) Bud Korpen-
ning getting a haircut; (4) Tld Thatcher watching his grov;ing
daughter dance and play in his living room; (5) an unidentified
youth having impassioned words with a girl named fimily while on
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his way to work; (6) Congo Jake, a i’rench sailor, approaching
New York on a cargo ship; (7) 5)llen 'i'hatcber’s mother failing
in health; (8) Bud Korpenning looking in vain for a steady
job; (9) Some gamins led by a boy named Slats having a crap
game broken up by the appearance of some larger hoodlums;
(lO) Bmile, a iJ’renchman, and Marco, an Italian, working in an
exclusive Manhattan restaurant; (ll) Young Mr. and Mrs. Willian
C. Olafson renting an apartment on ttiverside Drive; (IE) Bud
Korpenning getting a dishwashing job, but quitting after two
hours work after thinking he sees a detective watching him;
(13) Ellen Thatcher having a terrifying evening at hone when
her parents go out and leave her alone with her vivid iiuagina-
tion; (14) Gus McNiel, a milkman, having a couple of beers on
his morning route, and getting hurt when his wagon collides
with some shunted freight cars.
Some of the characters, like Slats, young Perry, and Mr.
and Mrs. Olafson, the reader never sees again. The others
recur in scenes by themselves from time to time or in conjunc-
tion vtlth other characters whose paths they cross. But never
does a sentence of transition rear its head to tell the reader
what has been happening to the character since he was seen
last. Perhaps this is a logical practice on the author's part:
if all of these people were the reader's personal friends in
the City of New York, it wou]d certairiy be impossible to know
their experiences during every moment of taeir lives.
i.

Regardless of the logic or the fallaciousness behind
Dos Passos' techniques employed in Manhattan Transfer , it
seems plausible that he has given us a look at a cross-
section of a city, or at least what he considers a cross-
section to be. The city is there; its portrait is built up
throughout the pages of the novel. The reader may hate the
picture, or he may be enthralled by it; it is doubtful that
he will remain indifferent to it.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY




U.3.A,, lEE PORTRAIT OP A NATION
Manhattan Transfer was a novel featuring many literary
experiments; U.S ,A« , vilth its three novels, The 42nd Parallel
(1930), Nineteen Nineteen (193£), The Big Money (1936), cast
in the same mold, was the climax of all Nos Passos' experi-
mentation. Nos Passos may have felt that he was not painting
a complete picture of his times in confining his examination
of society to the City of New York, even though this munici-
pality has been so often termed the metropolis of the twentietli
century world. Joseph warren Beach has speculated that Nos
Passos wanted to create a portrait of America which would
'TDring in the big tow’ns of the hinterland, the prairie farms
and lumber camps, the seven seas and the Central America
w'hich are the arena of our commerce and imperialism, and the
w'artime ranee and Italy that were the playground and the
graveyard of our crusading youth."^
Beach goes on to say that Nos Passos "must have felt,
again, that in Manhattan Tram f e
r
he had given an inadequate
selection of our national types; that he needed to lay more
emphasis, both on the industrialist, the promoter, and the
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on the obscure men who io the chores. Perhaps he felt that,
effective as it v;as in his way, and even a trifle theatrical,
his dot-and-dash system of striicing the high points of many
lives left something to be desired in the way of sobriety and
thoroughness; and he new,' chose to feature fewer characters
and give a fuller and more consecutive account of their
lives,
Percy H. Boynton offers the comment that in U.S.A. Dos
Passes undertook: a project more systematic timn that of any
other author to represent in fiction "a money-mad democracy
in which the predatory instinct, now dominant, may be first
controlled and then perhaps transformed into something less
primitive, more benevolent.'"^
Granville Hicks, a major left-wing literary figure of
the 1930' s, greeted U.S.A. with the declaration that the
trilogy was to be knew’n as something more than a "collective”
novel, it was really a "complex” novel
.
The complex novel is, indeed, a natural ex-
pression of' that sense of the absence of unity
that Henry Adams regarded as characteristic of
the modern era. Today [l935j on the other hand,
the sensitive novelist is likely to despair of
achieving representativeness unless he portrays
a variety of characters living on a variety of
levels
In. U.S.A. Dos Passes seems to have attempted a synthesis
of the pattern of industrial democracy which the United States
1 loc . c it .
2 Percy H. Boynton. America in Contemporary Piction .
Ohioago: The University of Chicago Press, 1940, p. 185.
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has followed from 1900 up to the 1930 ’s. The characters seem
to he approximate contemporaries of the author himself. They
seem to have had hirthdates between 1885 and 1900 and to have
reached adulthood in time to have talcen part in some phase of
the first world War. They are types drawn from a great
variety of social and economic levels and from diverse geo-
graphical areas.
Mac [Fenian McCreary] , the first character introduced
in the first novel in the trilogy, is horn in Connecticut;
he works as a bookseller's assistant in Michigan, a lumberjack
in the Pacific Northw'est, a labor organizer and labor press
printer in a Nevada mining town, a j ob printer in Los Angeles,
and. ends up as a bookshop, proprietor in Mexico City. He
hovers between abject pauperism and lower middle class poverty
in his career with the labor movements.
Janey Williams is bom in Maryland; she works as a clerk
in Washington, D.C., goes to New York City where she becomes
a waspish, successful private secretary to J. Ward Moorehouse
She represents a person who has climbed from very humble
beginnings to a position of secure, middle-class respectabili-
ty,
J. Ward Moorehouse is bom in Wilmington, Delaware; he
finds jobs in real estate work, journalism, corporation
finance, and stock promoting. He seta himself up as a public
relations counsellor. He climbs from middle-class origins
/
to a position of sane influence and affluence through his
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successful marriages and his political and social machinations
iilleanor Stoddard climbs from middle class obscurity in
a small Indiana city into a modicum of fame as an interior
decorator in Chicago and Kew York. She ostensibly becomes a
Hed Cross worker in Paris during the first Vvorld War and a
sort of quasi-mistress to Moorehouse,
Charley Anderson appears in one chapter of fhe 42nd
i
Parallel as a mechanically-gifted youth from the rural
Dakotas. In the third volume of the trilogy, The Big Money ,
he re-appears, this time as an ex-fighter pilot. He meets
with some success as a budding aircraft manufacturer, but
liquor, women, and the intricacies of high finance bring about
disaster for him.
In Nineteen Nineteen the reader meets Janey Williams'
brother Joe, a Navy deserter, a poor youth who makes good for
a time in the maritime service, but who is cursed by his ov,n
overpowering desires for liquor, women, and the easy way out.
Hichard Ellsworth Savage represents the sensitive college
graduate and part-time aesthete. He is of the upper middle
class economically and intellectually. After serving in the
Aar, he becomes one of Moorehouse 's assistants. In the last
volume of U.S .A
.
he becomes a drunken thrill-seeker.
Hveline Hutchins is bom of a wealthy Chicago family.
She Joins Eleanor Stoddard in a career of designing and decora-
ting. She follows the crowd to I'ranoe in 1917. Afterwards
she flrifts from a pointless marriage to a dilettantish life
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of party giving for the great and the near-great.
Daughter [^Anne Elizabeth I’rent] is horn of a prosperous
Texas family. She goes to Vassar, searches for thrills and
love as a worker in a Methodist relief mission in wartime
Italy, and is killed along with her unhorn child in an air-
plane ride with a drunken rrench pilot.
Ben Compton is a hespectacled Jewish radical from
Brooklyn who sticks hy his guns in his fight for the better-
ment of the workingmen's lot. He is sent to a federal prison
for ten years when he refuses to serve in the armed forces
during the first 'world War.
Mary French in The Big Money is the daughter of a hard-
working, hard-drinking physician in a Colorado mining town.
She attends a women's college in the East, becomes a social
worker in Chicago, a reporter in Pittsburgh, and finally a
sincere and untiring publicist and clerical slave for the
radical labor movement.
Margo Dowling goes from her childhood home on the Long
Island tidal flats to the third rate vaudeville stage. She
marries a homosexual Cuban, becomes a mistress of Charley
Anderson, goes on to be a Hollywood star, and is finally the
legal wife of Sam Llargolies
,
a lecherous and ambitious motion
picture director.
Interwoven among the lives of these twelve major charac-
ters are such figures as G. H. Barrow, a platitudinous, inef-
fectual labor leader; Senator Planet, a perverted old lawyer
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with an eye for liquor, logrolling, and the making of the fast
dollar; Don Stevens, a Oommunist ic labor organizer who labors
more for the greater glory of 1iie Lenin-Stalin ideologies
than for the helping of the American worker*, Joe Askew,
i
Charley Anderson's honest, industrious partner in the aircraf-;
' manufacturing venture; Paul Johnson, sober, simple, ex-soldiej
I to whom Eveline Hutchins is married; E, R. Bingham, a fake
clergyman, a salesman of salacious literature who beccsnes a
I
wealthy manufacturer of patent medicines.
But it is in the dozen major figures whose careers have
been outlined in brief in past paragraphs that Dos Passes'
experimentation is the most renarkable. He employs the tech-
nique of the clinical sociologist in his building of a com-
!
plete case history of each of the main characters. Eveline
Hutchins' life is follow'ed from the time of her birth through
all of her significant experiences. The reader is made inti-
mately acquainted with her illicit love affairs with Moorehouse
,
Anderson, Savage, and Stevens. Her efforts to escape from
boredom and reality culminate in suicide. The lives of the
eleven other featured players are followed in similar detail.
Mac appears only in The 42nd Parallel . Janey Vvilliaras
appears in a chapter or chapters of her own only in The 42nd
Parallel
.
but she is a figure in the background in the other
two novels as well. J. Ward Moo re house is similarly featured
only in The 42nd Parallel
,
al though he looms large in the other
novels, as does Eleanor Stoddard. Joe Williams and Daughter
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appear oray in Nineteen Nineteen . Dick Savage is featured in
both Nineteen Nineteen anfl The Big Money . There is one chap-
ter of The 42nd Parallel devoted to Charley Anderson, and the
bulk of The Big Money is concerned with his life. Aveline
Hutchins appears in all three of the novels, although she has
a stellar role in only Nineteen Nineteen . Ben Compton is seen
as a major figure only in Nineteen Nineteen , but he re-appears
in The Big Money after his prison sentence is over. Margo
Dowling and Mary French are featured only in The Big Money ,
anfl, together ’vith Charley Anderson, they share the limelight
in the third volume of the trilogy.
*vith so many people being served up to the reader amid a
mass of sociological detail, it seems impossible to pick out
heroes and heroines in the traditional sense of the terms.
Matthew Josephson ventures to say that the hero "is not a
single person, but a great crov/d, and more specifically, a
group of types out of the crowd.
Malcolm Cowley is of the opinion that "the real hero
. . .
is society itself, American society as embodied in forty or
fifty representative characters who drift along with it, strug^e
to change its course or merely to find a secure footing. . .
Cowley enlarges upon his theory to some extent, and his view
tends to generalize fairly well the effect of Dos Passos'
1 Matthew Josephson. "A Review of 1919 . " in Designed for
Heading
. New York: The Ldacmillan Company, 1954, p. E31.
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techniques in U.S «.a. :
In Dos Passes' case, the leading idea is the one
implicit in his subject and iorm: it is the idea
that life is collective, that individuals are
neither heroes nor villains, that their destiny is
controlled by 1he drift of society as a v/hole."^
It is well to examine more closely the technique Dos
Pas SOS employs tn secure this effect of destinies controlled
by society's drift. In reading succeeding chapters, each
devoted to a different character, it will be noted that each
chapter is written in a prose style commensurate with the'
featured character's own outlook, mental level, and vocabulary,
j
1‘he story of each of the chief individuals is told in the
third person, but it is, for the most part, narrated from the
point of viev; of the first person. I'or instance, in the case
of the rough-and-ready sailor Joe »villiams, there is an unexag-
gerated monosyllabic prose style seemingly typical of that of
an uneducated seaman: "He took Janey out to supper and. to a
shov:, but she talked just like everybody else did and bawled
2him out for cussing and he didn't have a very good time."
In the case of Daughter, Dos Passos not only reproduces
the way of speaking that might belong to a certain type of
young woman, but he creates that sort of diction that such a
woman might have used v.hen she was a little girl:
;
The i'rents lived in a house on Pleasant zivenue that
ji 1 Llaloolm Cov/ley. "The Dnd of a Trilogy, " llew neoubl ic
LXXXVIII (AUg. 12, 193 6), 23.
^
2 Dos Passos. Nineteen nineteen . New York: The Modern
Lihary, 19387 p. 1V2.
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was the finest street in Dallas that v/as the biggest
and fastest growing town in Texas that was the big-
gest state in the Union and had the blackest soil
and the whitest people and America v;as the greatest
country in the world and Daughter was Dad's onlyest
sweetest little girl.^
Heading the long run-on sentences in the above quotation makes
one think of the accelerated narrative technique employed in
Manha t tan Trans fer « This illusion of speed may be due in part
to Dos Pas SOS ' tendency to ignore any detailed analysis of a
character's mind and motives. He is more concerned with the
telescoping of lives and the dispensing with all introductory
and transitional material. It should be noted that in the
excerpt quoted from Joe williams' chapter, a single sentence
telescopes an evening's events into a few lines. In the quo-
tation from the chapter on Daughter, an almost oonplete intro-
duction of a new character is made in a single sentence, and
her personality is sketched in effectively if hastily.
But there is certainly no analysis of Joe's thoughts and
emotions as he talks to his waspish sister, nor is there any
examination of Daughter's sub-adolescent view of life. Bernard
DeVoto fears that such people as Joe and Daughter and the rest
of the U.S .A. individxaals have no emotions of any kind, nor do
they have any intellectual life:
It may be that you cannot show the interests and
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its preoccupations, its satisfactions and anxieties,
when you limit yourself to exhibiting only motor and
verbal behavior. Certainly, no character in the
trilogy thinks at all, none of them follows an idea
for none has an idea to follow,', an^ no intellectual
value affects any of them in the least. But if that
complete atrophy of the cerebrum must be charged to
technical rigorousness, surely something other than
technique is responsible for the atrophy of the emo-
tions. ik technique of fiction is only a means of
presenting human beings--and human beings feel.
But the automatons of Mr, Bos Bassos do not feel.^
Other critics have said that Bos Bassos' characters are
almost entirely defeatists, revelers in sexual promiscuity,
alcoholics, and sneerers at chastity. To a certain extent
this assertion is true. Mac, Joe xifilliams, Charley Anderson,
Bick Savage, Bveline Hutchins, Baughter, and Margo Bowling are
involved in one round after another of intoxication and/or
illicit fornication. BeVoto doesn't criticize them for their
weaknesses in this respect, but he does complain that "they
seem to en;)oy neither the flesh nor the devil . , . they feel
no lust and no love, nor any other of the common experiences
2
of mankind,"
John Chamberlain gives a partial answer and explanation
of BeVoto' s criticism by pointing out that Bos Bassos' charac-
ters are purposely revealed to be shallow and rootless people:
. , . the characters in U, 3, A, live not in relation
to codes or values, but in relation to the headlines.
Bamily life is conspicuously absent from the trilogy;
human relationships are something to be snatched be-
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all eyes and ears, victims oi the suggestahili ty
of the radio, the newspaper, and the moving picture,
mankind has lost its heart.
The question may arise as to w’hether or not this constant
reiteration of the automatic respoiises of shallow and rootless
people is an accual contrihution to a literary effect. Percy
Boynton is of the opinion taat uos Passos presames that life
is only license:
I read at random thirty pages from Nineteen Nineteen ,
and on more than half are references or descriptions
to excessive dr inkling; I read thirty other pages, and
on more than two -thirds there is promiscuous sexual
intercourse. . • . waiving the question of propriety,
one may still raise the question of taste, and if one
concedes for the sake of the argument—which I do not--
even the question of taste, one may plead teat repe-
tition is wearisome. A child repeats twenty, thirty
times; a normal adult recognizes that if he has not
made himself understood to adults at the third or
fourth assertion, he may as well give up the attempt,
Critic John McCole points out this same feature in Bos Passos'
work. McCole feels that not one of the U.S .A. characters has
a respectful attitu'le toward womanhood; McCole fears toat the
reader of U.S .A« will find himself
. . . immersed in an entire sea of sensuality--
sensuality that is deliberate, indiscriminate, and
unnecessary. Indeed, the offensiveness v/hich most
readers will find in The Forty -Second Parallel and
nineteen Nineteen has, in The Big Money , hecone so
pronounced as almost to shade off into the ridicu-
lous. Charley Anderson, as a matter of fact, has
so many mistresses that one is inclined to see in
his defections about the same tragic proportions
that one woul i find in the procreative activities
of a good rooster.^
1 John Chamberlain. "John Dos Passos," Saturday heview of
Literature
.
XX (June 3, 1959), 14.




3 C. John McCole. Luc i fe r at Lar g
e
. New York: Longmans,
Green and Company^ 1937, p. 195.
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MoCole proceeds to enlarge upon the problem of sexual
promiscuity as it is emphasized in U. S.A. ;
Take the problem, for instance, of our modern ten-
dency to regard promiscuity as sons thing of no con-
sequence. Mr. Dos Passos has his character seek
an ansvzer here merely by acting, from the beginning,
as if there were no answer. The way to organize
one's moral life is so completely to disorganize Lt
that there is no longer any need for organ izat ion J-*-
McCole appears to be implying in this last quotation that Dos
Passos is using his characters merely as puppets in a porno-
graphic tableau. This implication does not seen completely
justifiable. The following analysis of Dos Passos' tech-
nique of character treatimnt is more benevolent, and perhaps
more accurate:
Dos Passos does not start out with a specific situa-
tion and then harness the characters to it with arti-
ficial re ins.
No, the reader watches the character go toward his zenith
or his nadir by a sequence of logical events, unaided and
unhampered by string-pulling or by the creation of unlikely
coincidences upon the author's part.
Maxwell Geismar suranarizes the U.S .A. characters' over-
all function in saying:
If they are moulded by the social pressures of
American culture, these Dos Passos people are also
being pursued by t-ieir Fate--by the internal view
of the v.Titer now being pr o je ctedoutward into the




2 V icior P. Calverton. The Liberation of Amfrlcan Literature
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1932, p . 464
.
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American critique of Dos Passos may be viewed as
the sociological embodiment of a point of view':
the bitterness of his social analysis, the despair
of his conclusions being not so much the historian^
verdict as the poet’s lament, and the discontents
of American civilization becoming in part the
symbols for those of an indignant and disturbed
soul.^
There is ano 1iier element in Dos Passos’ methods of charac-
terization which may be worth mentioning at this time. Many
of the characters are shown to be deeply cone erned wi th the
problems of humanity, J. Ward Moore house ostensibly is in-
terested in bettering the relations between capital and labor,
between the Bed Cross and the people of Europe whom it wishes
to help, and between the conquering Allied governments and the
people of the geographical areas which are to be apportioned
to the victors as prizes for their successes on the battlefield
or at the tables of the peace conference. But the reader can
see that Moo re house is interested mainly in feathering his cwn
next. Whenever he writes a brochure or conducts a reconcilia-
tion between management and dissatisfied employees, he appears
neutral upon the surface, but he is secretly backing and being
aided by the industrialists. When Moore house talks to G. H.
Barrow, the labor organizer, and Senator Planet, the corrupt
politician, together, he appears as neutral, as open-minded,
and as public-spirited as anyone could hope to be:
1 I^Iaxwell D. Geismar. Writers in Crisis
. Boston: Houghton
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’’Capital and labor,” he began in a slov; care-
ful voice as if dictating, "as you must have no-
ticed, gentlemen, in the course of your varied and.
useful careers, capital and labor, those two great
forces of our national life neither of which can
exist without the other are growling fhrther and
further apart; any cursory glance at 1he newspapers
will tell you that. Well, it has occurred to me
that one reason for this unfortunate state of
affairs has been the lack of any private agency
that might fairly present the situation to the
public. The lack of properly distributed infor-
mation is the cause of most of the misunderstandings
in this world . . . The great leaders of American
capital, as you probably realize, Mx, Barrow, are
firm believers in fairplay and democracy and are
only too anxious to give the worker his share of
the proceeds of industry if they can only see 1heir
way to do so in fairness to the public and the
investor. After all, the public is the investor
whom we all aim to serve,
The day after delivering this vague, platitudinous speech,
Moorehouse addresses a Kotary Club gathering made up mainly
of employers. His speech has a different flavor because ther
is no labor organizer in his audience, but the vague, plati-
tudinous tinge remains in his language:
"Cooperation • . . stockowner ship giving the employee
an interest in the industry . . . avoiding the grave
dangers of socialism and demagoguery and worse , . .
It is in such a situation that the public relations
counsel can step in in a quiet manly way and say.
Look here, men, let's talk this over eye to eye . . .
But his main importance is in times of industrial
peace , . , when two men are sore and just about to
hit one another is no time to preach public service
to them . . . The time for an educational campaign
and an oral crusade that will flrive hone to the rank
and file of the mighty colossus of American uptodate
industry is right now, today.
1 The 42nd Parallel
, p. H70.
2 Ibid., p. 273,
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The fact that Lloorehouse is out to fleece his clients,
regardless of whether toey are the "haves” or tae "have-nots,"
is well illustrated hy the manner in which he greets the
visitors to his office. He places them in chairs facing a
"steelhright ” light mid has his English butler constantly
encumbering them v;ith tea-cups, whiskies and soda, etc., while
he, Lloorehouse, does all the talking, very much at ease behind
his desk.
Moorehouse is not the only example of a Dos Passos
character who is superficially worried about humanity's prob-
lems and. deeply concerned with his own personal gains. Moore-
house is, however, the crowning example of such an individual.
Lesser lights who are allegedly doing their bit for the good
of mankind, are represented, by Eleanor Stoddard, who serves
the Eed Cross in Prance in an executive capacity, but w'ho
spends most of her time in voluptuous living. Eveline HutchiiE
likewise devotes her wartime career to following the debutante
crowd to Paris in the guise of a Hed Cross Worker. Perhaps
Eveline Hutchins' real reason for leaving the United States in
1917 was to look for a husband. When she found an American
soldier as a temporarily satisfactory mate and came home with
him after the war, she turned, to the life of a basker in the
pale light of reflected glory from her associations with
second-rate writers and. artists. Her entertainment of the
pseudo-great and. the near-great individuals was not for the pur-
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hospitality. It v/as only a means of building up her am
feeling of importance and also a means of escaping from
boredom temporarily.
Dick Savage loses his battle to renain a sensitive
aesthete and joins Moo re house in the business of making money
in public relations counselling and in handling large adver-
tising accounts.
Charley Anderson starts off his post-war career by
developing devices for making airplane engines more reliable
and efficient, when the yearning for the "big money" ocnquers
him, he forgets his job as an inventor ani manufacturer and
becomes a plunger in the stock market.
Not all of 1he major characters are in the category of
spiritual degenerates. Mary French and Ben Compton carry on
their fight for the radical labor movement in spite of their
beatings, physical, emotional, and. economic. They are sincere
in their motives to the end., regardless of their sometimes
misguided efforts.
Involved with this problem of character handling is Dos
Bassos' tecanique of rendering the life-like logic and syntax
of his character's thoughts, when Eveline Hutchins is separa-
ted from her friends during the armistice celebration in Paris
Dos Bassos employs a sort of internal-external narrative form
in which the reader sees the individual in seme mode of action
and at the same time sees in part the oharaoter's thoughts:
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car and her friends an^. was scared. She couldn't
recognize the streets even, in this new Paris full
of arclights and flags and h:^nds and drunken people.
8he found herself dancing with the little sailor in
the asphalt square in front of a church with two
tow'ers, then with a Prench colonial officer in a red
cloak, then ?.lth a Polish legi'^nnaire who spoke a
little iDnglish and had lived in Newark, New Jersey,
and then suddenly some young Jj'renc h soldiers were
dancing in a ring around her holding hanl.s, l‘he
game was you had to kiss one of them to break the
ring. When she caught on she kissed one of them
aoi. everybody clapped and cheered and cried Vive I'Ameriqu
another bunch came and kept on and on dancing around
her until she began to feel soared.^
9
This passage may also be illustrative of t he j}os Passes tech-
nique of accelerated narrative which has been discussed before.
It also exemplifies the previously considered use of a prose
style which is appropriate to the character's education and
point of view. Bernard UeVoto might say that it also exempli-
fies the consideration of only the motor or verbal responses
of the character to the situaticn.
* *
It appears that in U . 8 .A
.
.
as in Manha tt an Trans f er
.
one
of the main features of American life which Bos Passos is
accentuating is the raoidity v/ith which people carry on the
business of living. 8ome further significance can be derived
from U. S .A
.
in a short analysis of the titles of the three
novels which make up the complete work.
1 Nineteen Nineteen, p. B93
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But first, a look at the title of the trilogy itself gives
the reader the obvious impression that the volume is an effort
to portray a nation. Bos Passes has sought to sculpture a
cross-section blook of the United Btates and its people into
an artistic monolith of prose fiction. The usually censorious
DeVoto has this to say about hov7V/ell the novelist has succeedet.
in completing this effect:
Mr. Dos Passes does indeed cover the continent from
ocean to ocean, from farm to factory, from mine to
mill, from proletariat to the master class. And he
has mastered his details. He knov/s the provinces
and geographies of America, the rituals and etiquettes,
the creeds and superstitions, the avenues of tradition,
the lines of force, the flov/ing shape of tnings. He
has got a greater variety of Ihsm into fiction than
any other novelist of his time.^
The first novel of the trilogy. The 42nd Para 11 e 1
,
derives
its title from a meteorological reference to the track followed
by most of the storms which travel from west to east across the
United States. New York C-ity, the Mecca for mny modern adven-
turers and thrill and profit-seeking Americans, is located near
the forty-second parallel of latitude. People, like storms,
drift in the direction of New York; people, by the same token,
seem (from Dos Passos' viewpoint) not to be guided in their
direction of travel by a conscious will, but by some omniscent
and incomprehensible fate.
In The 42nd Parallel Doe Passos has endeavored to catch
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the movement of a whole economic process extending
over two generations, the development of industrial
America The novel pictures the fL ov; of
population which has reversed the westward expansion
of pioneer days, proceeding eastward to New York.
The narrative centers on the lives of four pieces
of humanity representing different geographical,
social and economic "backgrounds, all^ driven like
leaves before the storm to New "York.
Nineteen Nineteen
.
Ihe second novel of the trilogy, is
named for the year in v/hich the first pangs of disillusionment
were felt in the twentieth century's attitude toward war.
Dos Pas SOS gets nearly every phase of life in the
United States in the chaotic year 1919 "before the
eye of his literarymot icn-pictur e camera. . , .
Not only is the casual aimlessness and lack of
meaning in these particular lives of the four main
characters conveyed, hut also the ramifying social
effects of war are portrayed, the cynical diplomacy,
the political hypocrisy, profiteering, the conditio-
ning of individual lives by social forces.^






note for the Mammon-worship to which the author attri"butes
some of the chief ills of contemporary civilization. The novel
gives the reader an intimate look at Detroit, Miami, and Holly-
3
wood, as well as the usual examination of New York City,
Money to be made and to be spent is the featured attraction
of all the cities; money is similarly worshipped in the small
midwestern town from which Charley Anderson goes to the larger
municipalities. It is the desire for fast and easy money that
leads to Charley Anderson's downfall and death. It is the lure
1 Halford H. Luocock. Contemporary American Literature and
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of the stage and the oinem with their attendant opportunities
for the acquisition of money and fame that leads Margo Dowling
to rent her body so many times to so many different men of
influerce. It is the desire to get the working man a larger
share of the money being retained in the coffers of the capi-
talists that leads Mary French to sacrifice her education, her
friends, her chastity, and almost her life for a cause in which
her efforts are frequently unappreciated ani. unrewarded.
Thus, after examining the titles of the novels, it is
appropriate to look at some of the technical devices employed
in the trilogy for enlarging and pointing up the ideas which
the titles symbolize. The characters are frequently unrelated
to one another in the same manner Ihat some of the main figures
in Lianna t tan Transfer were unaware of each other. Hov/ever
,
in
U.S .A. mors emphasis is placed upon the implied relationship of
the characters' stories, one to the other.
What holds these narratives together is not any web
of intrigue or chain of circumstance. These persons
belong together because they are being swept alcng
by the same forces, a fact thtit Dos Passos indicates
by interrupting the story of one to tell the story
of another, and emphasizes by making his reaLder av.'are
of broad social movements in the background.^
These "broad social movements in the background" are illus-
trated by the three technical devices called "IJewsreel," "The
Camera iilye," and the biogfaphical sketch. Perhaps these literally
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innovations were originated to create the effect of unity and
contemporaneousness oetween the author, the characters, and the
actual historical events and personages involved in the trilogy.
At the end of each chapter telling of the career of a fictional
figure, one or more of the three devices is inserted as a sort
of commentary of contrast or comparison upon the chapter which
has just been read or upon the chapter which is to come next.
I'he sixty-seven pieces of "Nev;sreel” in the trilogy inter-
ject into the narrative bits of headlines, oddly (but not hap-
hazardly) assorted newspaper clippings, snatches of popular
songs, and slogans and catchwords of the particular day or
month. This is an enlargement of the technique used in Man-
hattan Transfer of insertirg into the narrative the newspaper
story fragments and advertising catchwords. In Manhattan
Transfer
.
however, these insertions were an integral part of
the narrative itself. In U.S.A. they are isolated in one-page
or two-page sections of their own.
The newspaper stories definitely date the events in the
life of the fictional characters; but this is perhaps a function
secondary in importance to the more subtle suggest! on which is
the cumulative effect of all the "Newsreel" sections. It is the
apparent hit-or-miss jumble of miscellaneous news items which
gives an oblique view of the mentality which produces and is in
turn fostered by the modern American newspaper. ‘The news of
every kind--scandal, disaster, popular amusement, politics--is
run together in paragraphs without benefit of punctuation.
I
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buch selections are separated from one another by headlines of
varying faces of large type. Perhaps the average reader of a
daily paper (especially those people who read standing up in
a subway train) is forced to read his journal in just that
kind of an unpunctuated, run-t cge ther, hit-or-miss manner.
At any rate, the newspaper itself, which does not classify its
news as to kind on a certain page, almost inadvertently creates
on its front page a strange melange of reading matter. The
result of the latest World Series game is placed in a column
side by side with the story of the assassinat i cn of the King
of Jugoslavia. In the late 1930 ’s this actually happened early
in October; the baseball game, as a matter of fact, received
a much larger headline than did the story of the ruler’s death.
It has been pointed out that the discerning reader should
see an obvious shape and direction to Dos Passos’ work indicate!
in the form and make-up of this "Newsreel” device.^ Dos Passos
is not only showirg what is going on in the world at large at
the same time that sane event is occurring in the life of a
fictional character, he is revealing, subtly perhaps, that the
worldwide happenings will have a distinct bearing upon the
career of the particular character. Then, too, the whole trend
of world events, the relationship of everything of significance!
that happens in nussia, ringland, Prance, Germany, and the United
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States, is somehcw revealed, Tliis is most obvious in "Hews-
reel" XV in which some of the prelude to the first vVorld War
is played:
want big war or nqnr
the mannequin who is such a feature of the Paris
racecourse surpasses herself in the launchiiJg of
novelties. She will put on the most amazing cos-
tume and carry it with perfect sangfroid. Incon-
sistency is her watchword.
Three German staff officers who passed nearby
were nearly mobbed by enthusiastic people who insis-
ted on shaking their hands,
J»c jK *
DANUBE SHOTS SIGNAL FOR iARLY STRIFE
I’m against capital punishment as are all
levelminded women, I hate tothink any woman
would attend a hanging. It is a terrible thing
for the state to commit murder,
CZAR LOSES PATIENCE WITS AUSTRIA
panic in exodus from Carlsbad disappearance of
Major reveals long series of assassinations
decollete in broad daylight lingerie frocks that
by no possible means could be associated with the
tub What shall be worn next? Paris cries choirboys
go camping professor to tour wood.s Belgrade Falls
GENERAL WAR NEAR
iiSSASSIN SLAYS DEPUTY JAURES^
It is claimed by some critics that these "Newsreels"
admirably reveal the mores of each year, anrl that the various
items in them are so arranged that they become a subtly ironic
1 The 42nd Parallel, p, 263,
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comment on the items that follow them.^ There are prohahly
numerous readers and critics of Dos Passos v/ho fail to appre-
ciate the "Newsreel" technique on such grounds, hut the con-
census is that this device is an unusual literary feature, and
not an unsuccessful one.
"The Camera iilye" is not as unusuc^l an inx^ention as the
"Nev.'sreel, " perhaps because the average reader has been exposed
to stream-of-consciousness w'riting before coming into any con-
tact v;ith Dos Passos' novels. The purpose of ’*The Camera j^ye"
is probably original, however. Before the beginning of each
chapter of one of the fictiaial character's adventures, there
is usually placed one of "The Camera Bye" sections, whenever
a significant event occurs in the life of a major character,
DOS Passos reveals his own reactions to a similar event in
his own life or else records an event v/hic a was taking place
in his own life at the same time. Upon occasion this stream-
of-consciousness niece is inserted before the chapter in which
its corresponding fictional happening is to occur, as has been
mentioned before; less frequently it is placed after the event.
To illustrate, it is v.-ell to examine "The Camera Bye"
numbere-l forty-four and to note that it precedes a chapter in
which Charley Ander so n a rr ives heme an(1 is called upon to make
several speeches before the local service clubs in the manner
frequently required of returning veterans of the first (lorld
1 Henry Eazlitt. "Kaleidoscope," Nation, CXXX (1930), 296.
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war. Dos Passes recalls in a ''Camera Eye" section a similar
experience he hai in the Near East in having to he crammed
into a rented tuxedo to tell of his war experiences, and again,
an embarrassing time in New York City after the v.’ar when he
was called upon to speak before a group of bored listeners:
who arriving in Manhattan finds waiting again
the f orsomebodyelsetailor ed dress suit
the position offered the opportunity presented
the collarbutton digging into the adamsapple while a
wooden image croaks down a table at two rows of
freshlypressed gentlemen who wear fashionably their
tailored names
stuffed into shirts to caption miles lightyears
of clipped streamers of newsprint^
Dos Passes does not tell the reader that it is the author
himself who is the growing boy and aging man in "The Camera
Eye," but there are many items in the series of impressions
which he gives that correspond to actual experiences in Dos
Passes' own life. The reader sees a little boy traveling in
Europe with his mother; the lad is seen on a train passing
into Maryland; he is shown to be frightened by the sinister
atmosphere of pre-1914 Mexico; he listens avidly to a mysteriou
"He" who recites passages from Ot hell
o
in a lawyer's voice and
who tells the boy about his am experiences as a youth in
jumping into Philadelphia's Schuylkill Eiver. a11 of these
scenes are excerpts from the author's ov.ti early life, jjos
Passes' experiences in preparatory school, at Harvard, in the
Aar, in the Near East, in writing of the labor problems of the
1 The Big Money
, p. SI.
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19E0's and early 1930 's, and his various trips to Cuba and
Mexico are all considered in sequential episodes oi 'The Camera
ifiye.
"
Malcolm Cowley has the opinion that "i'he Camera ijlye”
serves the purpose of supplying the "inw'ardness " that is lackin
in DOS Passos' general narrative in U.S Cowley fears that
the collective novelist (and he considers Dos Passos to be a
collective novelist) is tempted to:
. . . overemphasize the blindness and impotence of
individuals caught in the rip tides of history. He
is obliged to devote less space to each of his charac-
ters, to relate their adventures more hastily, with
the result that he always seems to b e approaching them
from the outside."^
Perhaps Cowley is right. At any rate, Dos Passos has created
in ’’The Camera jfiye" an interesting device for allowing subjec-
tive, impressionistic artistry to relieve the monotony of objec
tive, naturalistic narrative. The following series of impres-
sions are obviously taken from scenes in war-tin^ Paris. In
their playing upon the less chaotic aspects of war-time living,
they stard out in sharp contrast to the sor'^idnees of the lives
led by Dick Savage and Uveline Hutchins, whose narratives star^
on either side of this particular "Camera Sye" selection:
there were always two cats the color of hot
milk with a little coffee in it with aquamarine eyes
and sootblack faces in the window of the laurdry
opposite the little creamery where we ate breakfast
on the Montague St. Genevieve hud filed between the
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old squeezedup slategrey houses of the Latin 'quarter
leaning over steep small streets rosy under the fog
minute streets lit v;ith different colored chalks
cluttered with infinitesimal bars restaurants paint-
shops and old prints beds bidets fa^dei perfumery
microscopic sizzle of frying butteir
The third major innovation in U.S .a, is the biographical
sketch of the significant contemporary American. Twenty-seven
real-life figures of the period from 1900 to 1950 are placed
under the Los Passes spotlight, and their rises or falls
are microscopically examined in from tv/o to twelve pages each.
These individuals are some of the representative people of the
United States during the first thirty years of tne twentieth
century. Their brief biographies are scattered throughout
the trilogy so as to contrast and compare the lives of actual
people with the lives of the fictional characters next to
whose narratives tne biographies are printed. These sketches
perhaps sum up the national achievement, the official contri-
2but ion of t he United States to modern culture.
An interesting comparison is possible v;ita one of the
biographies, especially. This sketch precedes a bit of fic-
tional narrative which tells of one of the characters in U, S ,A,
v;ho is very similar to the real man documented by Dos Passes.
The two -page biography tells of Joe Hill, a Sv/ede who went to
sea, learned iJnglish in the forecastle, found his way to the




2 Beach, loan Fiction 1920--1940. p. 59.
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I.W.W., played h.is concertina and wrote popular songs for
strikers, workers, and labor organizers to sing, became too
successful and too popular as a labor leader and songwriter,
was framed by politicians for a murder he didn't comnit, was
executed,' cremated, and his ashes scattered to the wind.
This is the general pattern of Joe Hill's career as Dos Passos
tells it. The fictional counterpart, Ben Compton, is a second
generation American, who is bom in Brookl^of Jewish parents,
becomes a helper on a c ons truet ion gang
,
takes part in his
first strike the year he graduates from high school, picks up
a girl who works for the radical labor movement, joins the
I.W.y/., is beaten up by a sheriff's deputies for w’or king in
labor agitation, registers for the draft in the first 'vVorld War
j
as a conscientious objector, refuses to serve in the Army and
is sent to the Atlanta penitentiary for ten years.
To add to the impact of this double -dose of vividly
;
portray e<^ injustice, Dos Passos follows up Ben Compton's
fictional narrative with another biographical sketch, this time
an extremely pew'erful and brutal portrait of a Pacific slope
logger's attempts to organize a timberworkers ' union. Wesley
Everest, the Homeric protagonist, is of such heroic stature
that Dos Passos dubs him and his story "Paul Bunyan." Wesley
Everest is strong, brave, skilled in the use of weapons, but,
like an Ajax, he is not brilliant. The labor meeting which he
organizes in Centralia, Washington, is broken up by an organize
mob from the American Legion, the Chamber of Comnerce, and
I
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other civic-minded groups. The timherv/or ker s ' hall is des-
troye<^ "because the civic groups feel that labor unions are
tinged v/ith Bolshevism. Wesley Everest tries to fight back;
he is captured, mutilated, and fimlly lynched by the mob.
It is in biographical sketches like this that Bos Pas sos
allows his feeling for irony to fully emerge:
Before Armistice Bay, 1919, the town was full of
rumors that on that day the hall would be raided
for keeps. A young man of good family and pleasant
manners, Warren 0. Grimm, had been an officer with
the American force in Siberia; that made him an
authority on labor and Bolsheviks, so he was chosen
by the business men to lead the 100> forces in Ihe
Citizens Protective League to put the fear of God
into Paul Bunyan.
The first thing the brave patriots did was
pick up a blind newsdealer and thrash him ani. drop
him in a ditch across the county line.
The loggers consulted counsel and decided
they had a right to defend their hall and them-
selves in case of a raid. Hot a thing in this
world Paul Bunyan' s ascared of.^
In striking contrast to the Wesley Everest tragedy is the
success story of Samuel Insull who built up a gigantic financia;
empire in the early decades of t he tw'entieth century and then
was caught in the 1929 crash. Bos Passes entitles the Insull
sketch "Power Superpower." Like Wesley Everest, Insull was a
man of heroic proportions, although the financier's force was
economic, not purely physical. Insull, however, did not ir»et
with the tragic disaster he apparently deserved:
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holders’ fands to pay off his brothers’ brokerage
accounts it was too thick e%^en for a federal judge.
Insull was forced to resign."^
But Insull was voted t*18,000 a year fcr a pension by the com-
panies he had controlled. Then he fled to Canada and to iilurope
to escape the prosecution that the public was clamoring for.
when Insull was finally brought back for trial, he hired law-
yers v;ho enmeshed the prosecution in a w'eb of technicalities.
He and his brother v/ept on the witness stand. The jur^. ge and
jury wept too:
Jj’inally driven to the wall by the prosecuting
attorney Bamu^ Insull blurted out that yes, he had
ma'ie an error of some ten mill iondollar s in accoun-
ting but that it bad been an honest error.
Verdict: Hot Guilty.^
Bos Bassos’ sketches of successful figures like Insull
seem to symbolize the author’s view of the average American’s
form of hero-worship. He shows how the courtroom audience
cried when Insull wept on the witness stand. The ruined in-
vestors in hi s companies felt that Insull had been ruined in
the crash along with t little stockholders. They felt that
"the captain hat^ gone dow’n with his ship."^
Charley Anderson, the fictional character who seeks to
rise from garage mechanic to airplane engine inventor to
financier, is under the spell of this hero-worship although
Bos Bassos never a-ivises the reader of this fact in so many
words
.
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Dos Passes paints the rise of Henry Fori, the inventions
of 1iie Wright brothers, and the industrial efficiency schemes
of Frederick Winslow Taylor. Charley Anderson's story partial-
ly parallels the careers of these three real-life figures.
For the most part, the trio succeeded in fulfilling their
purposes. Charley Anderson was killed during a drunken race
with a locomotive before he had done more than make a ruin of
his life. It my be that Doe Passos is contrasting the pur-
poselessness of the lives of some of his fictional characters
with the purposefulness of the lives of some of the prominent
1
Americans who made good.
The rise of Margo Dow/ling to Hollywood stardom is com-
parable in some respects to factual biographies of tv/o famous
figures in the theatrical world of her time. A sketch of
the life of Isadora Duncan precedes Margo’s initial chapter,
arri a short biography of Hudolph Valentino follows it. Both
the uninhibited dancer and the well-groomed Bheik had stormy
careers; both died shortly after they had reached a peak in
the entertainment world. M&xgo reaches the top in a similarly
tempestuous manner, and then her story ends. Bhe appears to
have gained almost the greatest possible material success (for
a woman) through the libidinously shrewd rental of her ph^rsical
charms. Hc^ purposeful she was in contrast to Isadora and the
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bheik is not clearly indicated, lout it does seem apparent that
Margo had a purposeful urge to rise above her hunible beginnings
and her miserable and graceless marriage; Isadora had the urge
to present her interpretation of the dance as freely and as
frankly as her personal muse, i'erpsichor e, might direct her;
the bheik wanted to become famous in the entertainment world;
when he became famous, he wanted to become known as a he-man,
not as a gigolo transplanted in a desert environment.
Perhaps this sort of thing shows how.' the patterns of
American society distort and prostitute America's talent.^
The desire for money, fame, and power, and the widespread
reverence for those people who already have money, fame, and
power, seem to be among the social evils which Dos Passos is
attacking in U. S.A . The biographies help to sum up this
attitude on the author's part; they aid in tying the whole
trilogy together.
In U.S .A. Doe Passos re invigor ated the novel of social
2
criticism. Whether or not he actually improved upon novels
of social cr i ticis m which had been written before his time is
a question for the literary critics to ponder. It does seem
fairly certain, however, that the inclusion in one composition
of so many personal histories of fictional American citizens,
of subjective prose poems, of representative excerpts from the
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daily recordings of song and story in a thirty-year period,
and of the factual biographies of the larger -statured .americanfi
of the time has made manifest a sociological exhibit w-hioh ras
made a sincere attempt to illustrate tte American culture of
1
our times.
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Chapter V
THE SHAPE OP THINGS TO COME
• Maxwell Geisnar enthusiast ioally terms the U.S
«
trilogy ‘'the most profound creative study of our cultural
patterns given to us by an American novelist,”^ This
glowing statement might be amended to say that Dos Passes
has given us a creative study of our cultural patterns as
they existed in a specific thirty -year period of American
history . This gives rise to several questions: (1) Will Dos
Passes' novel istic techniques in revealing cultural patterns
have any degree of influence upon writers of the future?
(2) Are the diaracter ist ic evils of the first third of the
twentieth century representative of the universal and eternal
evils about which great literature is so often written?
It is not possible to ansv/er either of those questions
with a simple "yes" or "no." The first query cannot be dis-
cussed with much decisiveness for the next forty or fifty
years. There have been quite naturally some conscious and
unconscious imitators of Dos Passos' style and methods. Sane
of these imitators will be commented upon later in this
chapter, but no one can be certain of the validity of any
pronouncements on works that have stood the test of such a
1 Geismar, on. c it.
.
p, 129.
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short space o± time. The second question can be discussed
with a little less of pure speculation, llany -a.merican critics
believe that Dos Bassos’ claim to fame is based not upon th'e
grandeur of his literary concepts nor upon his handling of
themes embracing the eternal verities. They feel rather that
it is his technical experiments which make him a significant
writer for study and discussion. Yet there must be seme
aspect of profundity in his vjork which will give it an endurin,;
quality. Perhaps it is Ihe implication within his novels that
there is some evolutionary connection "between our spiritual
state and some profound metabolism in the social body."^
This element has been hinted at in relation to the dis-
cussion of Three Soldiers an^. Manha tt an Trans f er ; it has been
enlarge!^ upon in the discussion of U. 3 .A. . especially as
regards the combined significance of "The Gamera Eye," "News-
reel," and the biographical sketch. These technical devices,
considered by themselves, are probably not likely to be of
lasting importance. Dos Bassos has not employed anything
exactly similar to them since he c-on^ileted The Bi^ Money in
1936. Also, he has not dealt with anything approaching the
"colleotivis t”novel since the trilogy was finished.
The next novel after the publication of U.S .A. was The
Adventures of a Young Man (1939). There 7;as no attempt made
1 Beach. The Twentieth Century Novel
, p. 548.
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in this work to simulate any of the devices of the trilogy.
The book presents an orderly narrative about a Columbia Uni-
versity professor's son named Glenn Spotsv/ood who is hired and
fired from various jobs around the country; after a time he
takes up the cause of the striking coal miners. Glenn is
unmoved by the unmoral or amoral attitudes of his associates
in the labor movement, but he does become indignant at the
Fascistio violence practiced by the Communistic forces behind
the strike. He finds "that he can fight for freedom in his
present alliance only by surrendering all freedom of judgment,
will, and action. He goes to Spain as a defender of democracy,
as John Andrev/s of Three Soldiers w'ent to Prance, and in a
new subjection of self to the cause of liberty he is cold-
bloodedly sent to his death by fellow revolutionists"^ who
select this method of liquidating a man who prefers helping
humanity in the large rather than cconplet ely devoting himself
to the cause of a single political ideology,
James T. Farrell sees some relationship between U.S.ji.
and The Adventures of a Young Man
,
ho v; ever, in spite of the
apparent conventionality of the latter novel;
U.S.A. is a series of fictional biographies outlining
the 'destinies of a number of Americans in a given
period of time. The Adventures of a Young Llan is a
fictional biography of one American over a given
perio'i of time, most of which overlaps that in U.S.A .
Dos Passos builds his fictional biographies out of
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dooumentaticn. The basis of his documentation for
The Adventures of a Young Man is different in some
of its content, but not in kind, from that under-
lying U. S.A. Dos Bassos is concerned with the un-
folding patterns of American life, the course of
American destinies, showing by such an unfoldment
the character of American society, and the manner
in which this society either destroys integrity,
or ruins those who struggle to maintain it.
Farrell seems to have hit upon one note of significance in
regard to the idea that The Adventures of a Young Man is a
fictional biography of one American. The effectiveness of
using one man's story to point out the dangers in both extreme
left-wing and extreme right ul ng politics in the United States
and abroad may be a little debatable.
However, in 1943 Dos Bassos published another novel,
Number One , a recital of the dangers of Fascistic demagoguery.
It can be said, then, that The Adventures of a Young Man
reveals the hypocrisies behind the Communistic movements,
v/hereas Numb e r One deals with the rise and fall of an attempt
at rightist dictatorship.
Berhaps the only effort toward a developicent of a literary
technique in The Adventures of a Young Man was the us e of a
single fictional biography to illustrate some of the wrcngs of
politics in the Marxian manner. There is a slight carryover
from U.S.A. in this younger novel in a measure apart from its
socio-political significance: the enlargement of the reference
1 James T. Farrell. "Doe Bassos and the Critics," American
Mercury
.
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frame which was gained from a use of v.ldely separated geo-
graphical areas like Hew York, Texas, the Kentucky coal fields
and the 8pani^ battlefields of 1936 and 1937,
In Humber One there is employed the unusual, though not
completely original, technique of "projecting a fictional
character in the image of a known historical f j[guxe--whioh
makes of the reader a Judge rather than a collaborator."^
The model for the I’ascistic demagogue from deep American
South is obviously the late Senator from Louisiana, Huey Long.
Long appears in the person of one Chuck Crawford whose story
is a parallel of Long's cwn career, although the former is not
an exact transcript of the latter.
The five great chapters of the book are five
great slices cut across this man's career; and one
scarcely knows whether to admire more the feeling
for language or the insight into a type, of Chuck's
creator
,
Hach chapter is preceded by a prose poem, the
recurrent theme of which is set forth in the opening
sentence of t be novel: "Y/hen you try to find the
people, always in the end it comes down to somebody."
Then, after the fashion of some of his earlier novels,
Mr. Dos Passos sketches in rapid succession a series
of American vignettes. Thus he makes clear the
^
underlying social purpose of his document , , .
The prose poem vignettes preceding each of the five chspters
are summarizefi in a final poem folloc/ing the fifth chapter;
the purpose of these devices is to produce a group of word-
portraits of typical Americans: a forlorn Southern farmer




2 Howard Mumfor^i Jones, "Sound Truck Caesar," Saturday xtevlew
of Literature
.











































tryir^ to earn a living from worn-out soil; a middle -aged auto
mechanic; a seventeen-year old store clerk; a poverty-stricken
coal miner and a sleek, well-paid miners' union representative;
a bored minor executive in a business office. The final poem
lumps together a score of one-sentence portraits, and ends upon
Number One's keynote:
neighbors, wives, children, the postman who cones
to the door, the wo nan vrtio works in the kitchen, the
man higher up;
weak as the weakest, strong as the strongest,
the people are the republic,
the people are you.^
This recurrent theme, as Hov»rd Mumford Jones calls it, is mani-
fested in the narrative proper when Tyler Spotswood, Chuck
Crawford's secretary, is left to take the blame for some govern-
ment land manipulations that the politician has been engineering
for his cwn profit. Tyler is indicted by the courts for per-
jury when he tries to protect Crawford in his testimony. He
receives a long-delayed letter from his dead brother (Glenn
Spotswood, the protagonist of The Adventures of a Young Man ):
the keynote of the novel is reiterated in the letter:
Tyler, what I'd started to WTite you about was
not letting them sell out too much of the for the
people and by the people part of the olitime United
States way. it has given us freedom to grow'.
Growing great oe ople is what the country's for,
isn't it? So long as the grow'th of people to greater
stature all aroi:nd is w'hat we want more than anything, !
it will keep on. But we've got to nake more and more
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of the promises cone trae . If we let too few kinds
of people find space to grow in our system, nobody
will believe in it any longer. If not enough
people believe in a %ay of life, it comes to an end
and is go ne
In the end Tyler Spotswood sounds the keynote once more, this
time in his ov/n words, he finally comes to his senses ( al thougl
,
as was his wont throughout the novel, he is nearly drunk)
and realizes that he bas been a mere tool in the bands of the
power-mad politician:
... We can't sell out on t be people, but the
trouble is that me, I'm just as much the people
as you are or any other son of a bitch. If we
want to straighten the people out we've got to
start with nuniber one, not that big wind . . .
You know what I mean. 1 got to straighten myself
out first, see . . r
* * *
The impressionistic techniques that Dos Passos employed
to such a large extent in Ivlanba tt an Trans f e
r
and in "The
Camera iiye” passages of U.S.A. are hardly noticeable in The
Adventures of a Young Man or in Number One . In the past decade
he has maie use of subjective impressi "'nism and uis other
literary devices mainly in hi s works of non-fiction. Tour of
Duty (1946), a journal of the author's visits to the various
scenes of world War II, features the abrupt transition from
one scene to ancther in the secie manner as the earlier examples
of his novels, ij'or instance, in a secticn of Tour of Duty
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devoted to interviews and recordings of conversations between
War Correspondent Dos Pass os and some members of the American
armed forces on cne of the Pacific islands, there is the
follo’^ping pronounced hiatus between a conversation and a bi t
of straight narrative:
Son," said our friend the mechanic, "you
don't need to talk. You young fellers don't need
to talk who ain't even married yet. You don't
know what it's like for us old giys." Els voice
dropped gruffly. "You don't know what it is to
have hcxne cookin'."
In the radio station that night they were
playing over a recording they had made the Sunday
before of Marshallese singing.^
Tour of Duty is also noteworthy because of the great
nunh er of characters brought into view. This is reminiscent
of Dos PassoB ' technique in his earlier novels also. These
nur.er ous individuals are interrogated by the narrator or b y
other figures in the scene. Army and Eavy officers and en-
listed men, missionaries, American civilian prisoners of the
Japanese, Polynesians, i'ilipinos, Euremberg trial prosecutors
riusa Ians, Germans, r’renchmen, and iingl ishmen march on Doe
Passos' stage, stop and talk for a moment, then move out of
the reader's sight.
In regard to the use of a wide variety of geographical
areas, a t echnique characteristic of U.S.a. and partly charac
ter is tic of The Adventures of a Young Man , the reader sees in
1 Doe Passos. Tear of Duty . Boston: Bought on Miff 1 in
Company, 1946, p. 16.
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Tour of Duty a multitude of scenes including San Francisco,
Pearl Harbor, a plane above the South Pacific, the Marianas,
the Philippines, Austria, Germany, France, and a snip en
route from rlurope to the United States,
Edmund. Wilson has pointed out in Tour of Duty that Dos
Passos has echoed another one of his novelistic techniques in
the very manner in which he inventories "all the objects in
the external scene rather than to get inside the people who
inhabit it."^ However, Wilson develops his criticism further
with a more flattering comment:
The whole story, in fact, has the merits of
the best of Dos Passos' fiction. The trained eye
for inventory, instead of arresting the action, here
serves to feed the narrative with a succession of
scenes and backgrounds each of wMch, as it passes,
is firmly grasped and presented in all its detail,
and the whole story has the same kind of effective-
ness as the life histories of U.S .a. : that of ex-
perience lived through by the readier almost v/ithout
his being aware of the medium of prose that carried
it.
2
In view of the fact that Dos Passos has carried, on the
use of his oito literary devices at least partially in some of
his latest work, it will be interesting to notice any of his
contemporaries who seem to have imitated him or who may have
been influenced by him. The year 1948 is still so close to
the period in which Dos Passos wrote his Manhattan Transfer
and. his U. S.^l. that it is difficult to ascertain what novelists.
1 Edmund 'Ails on. "Dos Passos in the Pacific." Hew Yorker
XXII (Aug. 24, 1946), 61.
2 loo . oit.
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if any, have followed in his footsteps. However, it is
possible to point out a few writers who have used techniques
akin to those of Hos Passos with some degree of success.
Granville Hicks names Hathan Asch's The Office (1925)
and Pay Day (1930) as apparent imitators of Manhattan Transfer.
Both of the Asch novels are efforts toward the "complex”
novel, as Hicks terms it,^ It seems doiibtful, however, that
The Office could have been under the Dos Passos influence to
any extent in view of the fact that it was published in the
same year as Manha tt an T ran s fer , the first work in which Dos
Passos attempte^t a "complex” novel. As regards Pay Day , it
appet-rs that judgment will have to be held in abeyance upon
this novel until it becomes available, if ever it does so.
Pay Day is supposedly a typical twenty-four hour period in the
life of an office clerk. Apparently an office clerk's typical
day is a dreadfully sordid one according to IJathan Asch, for
Pay Day has been banned almost universally.
The Office , if it was an imitation of the Dos Passos'
method, is an awfully pale and skeletal facsimile of Manha ttan
Transfer . The first two chapters of The Office give a pseudo-
impressionistic picture of Wall Street and. the inside machinery
of a brokerage firm. There is no artistic selection of
detail. The first chapter begins with the follov/ing list of
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New York: — downtown — streets — buildings --
firms
streets — short -- crooked -- narrow — dark
are crowded — teeming -- undulating — fester-
ing
passers-by — strollers — walkers — loiterers^
The third chapter involves the first of fourteen individual
stories in which some of the persons involved in the office's
work are follcv.'ed about through the city upon the day on
which the office fails. The lowliest clerk sees only a dis-
couraging future ahead of him. Mr. Read, the office's chief
executive, figures that he can always open another office and
thus continue his respectable social and economic position.
This last aspect of The Office at least tcuches upon a Dos
Passes view of life; Mr. Read perhaps lives a purposeful
existence, and 1he lov/lie st clerk is perhaps meant to be a
purposeless individual. This situation is not clearly im-
plied so it maybe possible that Granville Hicks is allow-ing
his vision to be obscured by the faint reddish tinge which
stains the novels of Nathan Asch and the earlier works of Dos
Passos.
G. John McCole mentions William Saroyan as a possible
imitator of Dos Passos' techniques, and, not too surprisingly,
1 Nathan Asch. The Office
. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1925, p. 9.
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James T. Farrell is also included as an employer of some of
the Dos Passos ^rockets and pinwheels":
In "Secrets of Alexandria," and other tales, he
[^baroyanj uses headlines to get effects in a cine-
matographic manner ?;hich Dos Passos long ago
proved would get at least one effect—that of an
art surprisingly suggestive of the morning news-
paper. Ani. like the same author he has hit upon
routine descriptions of hrothel seems, etc.,
that have beceme a formula with him.^
reminiscent of Dos Passos --with whom Mr. Farrell
has much in comnon--are such cinematic devices as
those in which the younger novelist [^FarrellJ
flashes new’s reels upon a screen, or uses placards,
carried by certain members of a protest parade, to
review sardonically certain phases of contemporary
life. Long slices of smurky satire are w^edged into
the novels (the Studs Lonigan trilogy] by means of
devices which include long sermons reproduced in
full for the sole purpose of denigrating religion;
the whole trilogy is sandwiched with interchapters
that effectively contrast the prayers and pieties
of certain characters with their entirely contra-
dictory conduct; and finally, in"Judgment Day,"
the stream-of-consc iousness is employed to suggest
a weird and phantasmagoric process of friends which
Studs sees as he lies dying. 2
In Dos Passos' U.S .A
.
,
Charley Anderson's death scene is made
a little more realistic than that of Studs Lon%an in one res-
pect; Studs is visited only by the phantoms of his friends;
Charley suffers through the visitations of real flesh-and-
blood acquaintances, all of whom desire money from him.
The abrupt transitions from one scens to another and frem
one character to another is a characteristic in the work of
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several of Dos Passos ' contemporaries. Aldous Euxley's Point
Counter Point (1928) makes us e of abrupt transitions in the
Dos Passos manner, and it also gives a multiplicity of points
of view in a way reminiscent of Mon ha 1 1 an Trans f er .
Louis Bromfield's Twenty-Pour Hours (1920) is similar to
Manhattan Transfer in its effort to portray a slice of IJew
York City and in its use of a fairly large group of major
characters to gain a multiplicity of points of view:
Seven men and women of fashion he [Bromfieldj
assembles in an apartment overlooking the iiast
iiiver. When the party breaks up, he follows
each one of them through the doirgs of the night
and the following day--nov; one and then another
as the hours pass. One of them bee ernes involved
in 1he murder of a nightclub singer. And thus
are brought in a number of underworld figures,
who take their turn in the spotlight. Many
other persons of hunble station—like the doorman
of the apar tment -house—are likewise follov;ed
through the night, thus insuring a sufficient
representation from the lower social levels.
The principals are reassembled at tea on the
following afternoon, together with some new
arrivals from iSurope. * * * He has limited
his action to twenty-four hours, and shown a
cross section of urban society.^
Bromfield differs widely from Dos Passos in his character
han^dLing, however, regardless of this allegedly multiple point
of view technique. Bromfield does not seem too sure of just
whose point of viev; he's treating at any specific time. In a
scene in which one of the main characters, Jim Tov\ner
,
goes
home to tell his wife that the "other woman" he's been keeping
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in a cross town apartment has teen murdered, the point of view
hops hack and forth between I’owner and his wife. The reader
is liable to feel that the real point of view belongs to no
one other than the author himself.
AS he talked he looked more and more boyish
and helpless. He was like a boy trying to be bad
and sophisticated who'd f ounfl. himself suddenly in
a mess from which he hadn’t enough of experience
to extricate himself; and as he talked, the sense
of his helplessness and shame somehow penetrated
the v.all of her hardness and irritation and touched
her. She saw he wasn’t a bad depraved man but a
helpless, rather stupid fellow' who had got hiiLSelf
into a mess. She fought against the feeling but it
didn’t go away altogether.^
The chapter from which the foregoing passage has been selected
was one which the author obviously intended to present fran
the wife’s point of view. But the fact that "his helpless-
ness and shame somehow penetrated the wrall of her hardness
and irritation and touched her" brings one to believe that
the author is standing by the woman, reading her thought^ and
in turn delivering their content to the reader. Dos Bassos
was capable of presenting his characters on a stage with no
puppet strings visible to the audience and with no conraientator
deemed necessary to interpret the events
.
A woman novelist, Hvelyn Scott, wrote a bulky volume in
19E9 w'hich she called The Wave . This has been called typical
of the modern novels which use "the widespread of the social
1 Louis Bromfield. Twenty-Four Hours . New York: Frederick A.
Stokes Company, 1§S0, p^ 295.
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vision and the system of alter natir^ groups of characters
as in Wassermann and Dos Passos."^ The Wav
e
deals with the
American Civil /i/ar in a manner that has something of the
treatment Dos Passos gave the first World War in his Dhre e
Soldiers and Uineteen-Uineteen . Miss Scott includes over
seventy numbered sections in her novel, each one presentirig
a moment in the life of a separate individual who was in some
way affected by the Civil War:
Some of these sections, especially those concerned
with battles, are further broken up into subdividons
dealing with separate moments and individuals, thus
brirjgine the total of pictures up to the nunib er of
one hundred, jj’ew of these characters come in a
second time, and practically no attempt is nade to
relate them to one another, riach section confines
itself to the chosen individual and such other per-
sons as he is involved with; and, ^Ith few exceptions,
the point of view is strictly limited to him. The
idea is to show the effect of this great political




soldiers and civilians. In the fighting zones, and
at a distance from them.^
Miss Scott may have developed a "Newsreel*' technique of her
own before the advent of the first device of this nature
appeared in The 42nd Parallel . Near the end. of her novel,
she heads a chapter ".Sxcerpts from the London Daily Guardian
During the Months of May and June, 1865,"^ She then includes
six paragraphs of separate newspaper stories, some of which
deal with the Civil War and some of which are merely typical





3 riveTyn acott. The Wave
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front-page stories of civil affairs. She also dates events
in her novel in a manner which Dos Passos never seems to have
employed: the use of actual letters written "between Lee and
Grant, and between Grant and his subordinate, Halleck. Miss
Scott achieves a cross-section of life even larger in scope
than Dos Passos created in U.S ,A. , as far as characterization
is cone er lied at any rate. I'he vvave includes one section
devoted to the innermost thoughts of hobert ^5. Lee, and anothe:’
section devoted to Lincoln's evening at jj'ord's Theater in
1865. She deals at equal length with the lowest ranking
soldiers and sailors on both sides, business men and farm
women remote from the sounds of battle, and even one young
man who seems to be a conscientious objector v'ho is locked
in an insane asylum for his unconventional attitudes,
Anothe.: contemporary author who is said to be of the
same school as Dos Passos (if the leers of the Dos Passos
techniques can be said to represent a literary school) is the
German novelist Alfred Doblin. In his .a-lexander pla tz Berlin
(1930), Doblin devotes a section of the novel to "a sort of
inventory of human life in the neighborhood of this great
center of business where Biberkopf the protagonist has taken
to selling newspapers."^
»<e have a flying view of operations for building
the subway, of the var icus shops, insurance com-
1 Beach. The Twentieth Gentury Novel
, p. 513.
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panies, detective agencies, sundry legal business
of a cheap lawyer; of the people who live on the
second, third, and fourth floors— their occupations,
diseases, domestic relations, amusements, comforts,
and discomforts. There are newsreels reminding one
of -Dos Passos
,
with a lively and detailed account
of mur^lers, street-car disasters, stock-market con-
ditions, jail-breakings, the invasion of the market
by American automobiles, and of comic operas being
performed at neighborhood theaters.^
Doblin's work is not w'ell knovaa in the United states, and
Professor seach is one of the few historians of the modem
novel who has discussed him at any length. Jiven Beach does
not offer any comment as to whether or not Bos Passos was an
influence upon Boblin. A few facts are known; Doblin makes
use of fragments of popular song and ballads as accompaniment
to his narrative. Boblin, like Dos Passos, realizes some of
the significance of "the obsession of these cheap and senti-
mental tunes, how they beat out the rhythm of our hectic and
driven lives, seeming like the very beat of our pulse, the
jerking of our tired nerves, the clack-clack of the belted
2
chain that runs the machine to which we are strapped,"
Perhaps this last quotation is an apt recapitulation of
the effect of Dos Passos ' work in the novel. He has constantly
N.
'
emphasized the speed, the monotony, and the maladjustments
which characterize twentieth century living. It may be that
Dos Passos has himself fallen a victim to a distorted point of
view in his efforts to create his pictures of society's ills;
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but hasn’t the twentieth century itself been thus far a
difficult time in which to say just w'hat is the ''correct"
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COUGLUSION
It has been mentioned several times in this paper
that the year 1948 is still too early a time in which to
fully evaluate the lasting signifioanoe of Dos Passos *
development of new literary techniques and his unique
handling of old ones. His innovations have been listed
and described in the foregoii^ chapters; criticism of his
v.'ork, both affirmative and negative, has been presented.
It is hoped 1hat a student of literary history, using this
paper as a guide, could gain some insight into the signifi-
cance of Dos Passos’ devices and some appreciation of the
unusual qualities in his novels. Although the content of
the author's work may not have a great degree of lasting
value, it seems plausible to say that the majority of Dos
Passos' techniques are worthy of serious study.
It may be that Dos Passos himself will supply the
answers to the questions directed at the worth or lack of
worth of his inventions. He may answer his critics in the
novels and the works of non-fiction which he is now engaged
in writing. Dos Passos is now fifty- two years of age; he is
said to have reached and passed his peak of creative energy
in the years from 1930 to 1936. This may be true; however,
it will be well to watch for other Dos Passos' productions,
for a man seldom refuses to read the daily newspaper forever
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are of only temporary importance or that some of the happenings
are only repetitions of past occurrences, nos Passos’ prose
fiction is certainly more artistic than the daily Jou.rnals.
The structure of his novels, especially those of the U.S
trilogy, is outstanding: he built up a composition out of
apparently unrelated elements, but all of the component parts
of his works accrue to a significant pattern.
Moreover, all of Dos Passes’ techniques are related to
his subject- -the social organism in the large:
The author's first concern is no longer 7.1th in-
dividuals, with their precious moral problems to
be met, their precious sentiments to be indulged.
His first concern is with that Leviathan, society,
striving weakly to adjust itself to the industrial
conditions of the new world, more or less blindly
struggling forward to the creation of a group con-
sciousness and a group will. It is an unusual
combi rat ion in one writer, so strong a social
significance and so great a command of his craft.
And it is this combination which makes Dos Passos
one of the most important novelists now writing
in iingl is h ?
Perhaps all of these flattering conments are not completely
sound. Perhaps Dos Passos is the literary spokesman for the
people of only two or three decades of an era. Perhaps all
of the techniques v;hich contribute to his portrait of twentieth
century society are only shocking. These questions upon which
critics differ widely. One thi rg: is certain: the person who
studies Dos Passos’ works will not remain merely indifferent
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to them, iiach ot Dos Pass os' technical devices has a func-
tion; each one contributes toward the author’s effort to show'
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JOHN DOS BASSOS' CONTRIBUTION OP NEW TECHIJI^iUES
TO THE AMERICAN NOVEL
by
John Staoy Beebe
(A.B., University of California at Los Angeles, 1947)
submitted in partial fulfilment of the
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U0MPR5H31JSIVE ixBSTRACT
It is difficult to separate John Dos Bassos’ stylistic
techniques from his political and social ideologies. In
fact, his political and social ideologies were the factors
v.'hic h in part gave rise to the development of his literary
devices. It is, therefore, to a certain extent necessary to
examine his literary innovations from the point of view of
how they serve his themes and purposes.
Numerous writers of the past have influenced Dos Bassos
even though many of his techniques seem completely original.
Blaise (Jendrars, the Brench writ ex of several decades ago, c on-
trihuted tov/ard Dos Bassos’ idea of a fictional panoramic
view of life. Dos Bassos was prohahly influenced by the work;
of Btephen Crane in his use of subjective impressionism and
bizarre imagery. Dos Bassos reflected the tendencies of the
German novelist, Jakob .Vassermann, who used the device of a
systematic alterna ti on of groups of characters in his novels
without regard for plot. The influence of George Rliot, Carl
bandburg, and Walt Whitman is apparent in Dos Bassos' work as
regards the depiction of life in an industrial city, aIso of
significance is Dos Bassos' use of naturalism and the compo-
site view of life in the manner of Rmile Zola. Dos Bassos
possibly inherited something from the technique of Brank Norrl^
I
whose near-epic, The Octopus
,
was a cross-section view of life
in late nineteenth century California. Brom Charles Dickens
Dos Bassos may have borrowed ideas about a city’s atmosphere
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and for the portrayal of a large number of widely diversified
characters. In his use of the stream-of-oonsciousness tech-
nique Dos Passes is indebted to two of the most famous
writers of the twentieth century, James Joyce and Virginia
Woolf.
Dos Passos’ first novel, One Man’s Initiation- -191
7
,
revealed a sort of motion picture literary technique in that
the heart of a scene was flung before the reader; the tran^




the most significant of his first
three novels, carried the motion picture technique further by
the use of flash-backs, accelerated and decelerated narrative.
In this work abrupt transitions were made from the point of
view of one character to the point of view of another as well
as from one scene to another. This war novel introduced truree
major characters wbDse almost parallel lives were seen to
cross and re-cross one another in the course of their experi-
ences in the American iSxpeditionary Force of 1917-1918. An
allegedly objective picture of t!:B first World War is thus
given from three distinct points of view. The three American
soldiers were ostensibly three different types of men, yet
t;ieir reactions to the war and to Army life were almost identi
cal. They are brought to similarly disastrous fates at 1iie
end of the book.
Manhattan Transfer brought to the reader toe picture of
vox
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the City of New York. Dos Passes attempted in this v/ork to
bring into focus the life of a huge municipality. He made
use of people v/ho lived lives parallel to one another or who
existed in planes of endeavor which crossed one another. He
introduced other characters whose careers were not parallel
nor related to the lives of anyone else, fhe most intimate
details in the daily affairs of several dozen men and women
reveal to the reader a breadthwise slice of urban humanity,
borne of the characters meet each other, and their careers
become enmeshed. Coincidence plays no part in these meetings;
they are wrought by logical chains of events. Chapter sec-
tions dealirg with the point of view of one of the major
characters occur again and again. The minor characters are
seen only a few times apiece; seme of them come into view
only once. Their relationships with the other characters are
implied rather than recorded literally. The affinity between
person and person is seldom definitely shown. That there is
some kinship within the anonymous city crowd is shown by the
author's emphasis upon the repetitiousness of each man’s life;
each one's existence is so much like that of all the others
than an individual shares with his fellows a part of the same
life.
The technique of character handling in Manha tt an Trans f ei
is naturalistic and objective. The experience of the mass
populace is seen to obliterate the individual. Characters
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tives are not probed deeply. Their environment may be suoh
that only motor responses are necessary for the carrying on
of their existences.
The effect of the passage of time and the relations of
actual historical events to the events in the lives of the
fictional characters are shown by the bits of newspaper
stories, snatches of headlines, fragments of popular songs
arfi. advertisements which are interjected into the narrative
proper. The apparently confused welter of unrelated events
suggests the chaos of urban life in twentieth century america
Disorganization is seen as a phenomenon superior to modern
hyper -developed organization, all social institutions are
regarded as enslaving organisms.
The sometimes rigid objectivity in the narrative of
Manhattan Transfer is relieved by the prose poems v;hich pre-
face each chapter. These bits of impressionism lend a sub-
jective touch and also sound the keynotes of the themes of
the chapters.
The accelerated pace of the story suggests the speed of
twentieth century American life. Monosyllabic phrases and
short, clipped sentences are offered as typical of American
speech. Close-knit impressions are possible even in this
accelerated narrative because of the stream-of-consc iousness
effects (especially those stream-of-consciousness sequences
occurring when a specific character is shown in a state of
drunkenness). The sound, color, smell, jjnd feel of a scene
uo r
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is given in fragmentary, iDut not incomprehensible, bits of
narrative from the point of view of one character at a time.
Conventional punctuation is frequently ignored; apparently
unrelated phrases and sentences are employed together to give
the effect of the reproduction of human thought processes,
I'wo or more words are frequently amalgamated into one term
without benefit of hyphenation. Such a term is sometimes a
little scene in itself; the run-together words also contribute
to the illusion of speed.
U.S .A. is the climactic effort in Dos Passos' experi-
mentation. In this trilogy there is an increase in the number
of characters and in the variety of geographical areas de-
picted so as to convey to the reader a sort of synthesis of
the life of america. Typed characters are drawn from a wide
range of social and economic levels. The technique of the
sociologist is used in reproducing a complete case history of
each principal character, aociety is the real protagonist;
the individual men and women are only elements in the social
pattern.
an unconventional literary technique is employed in the
treatment of the characters in that each man's (or woman's)
chapters are v.Titten in a prose style commensurate v;ith the
individual's own outlook, mental level, and vocabulary. As
in Manhattan Transfer , there is little analysis of the charac-
ters' motives. The people are portrayed to be defeatists,
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superficially concerned with the problems of humanity in the
large, hut in reality they mate their strongest efforts only
to better their own personal situations.
The lack of analysis of t he characters' thoughts and
motives also aids in the illusion of speed. The people have
no time to stop to think. They are creatures of automatic
neural responses. Dialogue and expositional narrative are
condensed to further this illusion of rapid motion.
The 42nd Parallel , the first novel in the trilogy, is
so entitled because this particular cartographic line repre-
sents the usual path of storms travel ii:g across the United
States from v;est to east. New York City is roughly near
the forty-second parallel. The American people, like the
storms, drift to New York City, and again, like storms, they
are guided not by any free will of their own, but by some
omniscfent and incomprehensible forces.
Nineteen Nineteen, the second novel in U.S.a.
,
is named
for the year in which the first acut e pangs were felt of the
spiritual disillusionment which afflicted so many individuals
of the first World War generation.
The Bi^ Mone.y
,
the last novel of the trilogy, sounds the
keynote for the Mamnon-wor ship to which Dos Passos attributes
some of the chief ills of civilization.
In U. 3.A. throe technical devices were developed to
create the effect of unity and contemporaneity of author,
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first, "IJev/sreel, ” is the name given to the several score
inter jectory passages which are placed in separate sections
before the beginning of each chapter, ouch a section intro-
duces bits of headlines, fragments of news stories, snatches
of popular songs, and political and advertising slogans of
the day as a sort of device to date the events in the life
of the fictional chafacter whose story precedes or follows
the specific "Newsreel" section, fhe American people are
shown to be deeply involved in hearing, seeing, and feeling
the "Newsreel" elements in their everyday lives because of
the strong affinity between the people and their movies,
newspapers, and radios.
The second device, "The Camera Eye," introduces the
author's impressions of his own life and the life around him.
It reveals the events in his life which were contemporaneous
j
with or similar to the events in the lives of the fictional
|
caaracters. "The Camera Eye" sections provide a place for
I
subjective, impressionistic artistry to relieve the monotony :
of objective, naturalistic narrative.
The third device, the biographical sketch, features a
non-f ict icnal, frequently ironic portrayal of the rise and/or
!
i
fall of a nationally knov/n figure of the first third of the
j
twentieth century. The lives of these non-fictional figures '
contrast or compare strikingly with the lives of the fic-
tional characters whose stories are placed alongside the ’
biographies. The sketches analyzed as a group reveal the
! t’xoti'ii IiVt©-/eB 6fi.t ,cl
,
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purposefulness of some of the iimer loans vi-ho have risen to
fame and fortune. The characteristics contributing to the
disasters of the equally significant ill-fated figures are
not revealed so clearly, fhe slcetohes of the successful
people, on 1iie other hand, symbolize the author’s impression
of the average American's form of hero-worship.
Dos Passos' influence upon novelists who are contemporary
with him or who have come into prominence within the past few'
years cannot yet be ascertained with much accuracy. :iane
aspects of Dos Passos* techniques may prove detrimental to
any writer who attempts to imitate them. Por one thing, his
treatment of the characterization problem did not produce
genuinely life-like characters.
Dos Passos’ place in the history of prose fiction will
perhaps be determined largely upon his technical experiments
rather than upon the grandeur of concept in his novels. But
even his technical innovations may not be of lasting signifi-
cance. His latest novels have proved to be fairly convent iona3
in form and style. His The Adventures of a Young Man and
Number One are individual portraits, not collective novels.
His use f impressionistic techniques and rapid shifts of
scene and character are more noteworthy in his latest non-
fiotional works than in his last two novels. There is a
modicum of enlargement of the reference frame in The Adventure i
of a Youn^ Man through the use of a large number of geographi-
cal areas; the biographical technique is seen in Number One in
Vi.
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that the whole hook is a semi-fictional life story parallel-
ing the career of the late Huey Long,
A number of contemporary novelists have been named by
critics as beinp' influenced by Los Passos’ methods, iunong
the writers of the present day who are using techniques which
approximate those of Los Passes are Aldous Huxley, rtilliam
baroyan, James T. Farrell, Louis Bromfield, Hvelyn Scott, and
Alfred Doblin. 'Regardless of whether or not the innovations
that Los Passos has brought to the novel are reflected in the
work of S’jch well known figures, or whether or not the in-
novations will be of lasting value, it does seem that Los Pas
SOS represents a definite trend in li teratur e--the experi-
mentalist movement of the early twentieth century. Many
writers of the future may be affected by the elements in Dos
Passos' literary and social philosophies of which these ex-
perimental techniques were the expression.
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